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A B S T R A C T   

In recent years, crypto-currencies (a form of decentralised digital currencies) have been quite popular as an 
alternative form of payments. They are underpinned by a breakthrough technology called Blockchain which 
extensively use a number of cryptographic mechanisms and other advanced techniques from the domain of 
distributed computing. This blockchain technology has received unparalleled attention from academia, industry, 
and governments worldwide and is considered to have the potential to disrupt several application domains, other 
than currencies, touching all spheres of our lives. The sky-rocket anticipation of its potential has caused a wide- 
scale exploration of its usage in different application domains. This has resulted in a plethora of blockchain 
systems for various purposes. However, many of these blockchain systems suffer from serious shortcomings 
related to their performance and security, which need to be addressed before any wide-scale adoption can be 
achieved. A crucial component of any blockchain system is its underlying consensus algorithm, which determines 
its performance and security in many ways. Therefore, to address the limitations of different blockchain systems, 
several existing as well novel consensus algorithms have been introduced. A systematic analysis of these algo-
rithms will help to understand how and why any particular blockchain performs the way it functions. Towards 
this aim, there are a number of existing works that have surveyed and reviewed a number of consensus algo-
rithms. However, all these works have some major shortcomings. For example, the factors upon which the 
consensus algorithms have been analysed are not comprehensive. Importantly, a wide range of consensus al-
gorithms utilised in public blockchain systems supporting mainly crypto-currencies have different variants. Such 
variants and their internal mechanisms utilised in many existing crypto-currencies have not been considered at 
all. This article fills these gaps by analysing a wide range of consensus algorithms leveraged in different public 
blockchain systems using a comprehensive taxonomy of properties. We have also analysed more than a hundred 
top crypto-currencies belonging to different categories of consensus algorithms to understand their properties 
and implicate different trends in these crypto-currencies. Finally, we have presented a decision tree of the 
reviewed algorithms to be used as a tool to test the suitability of consensus algorithms for a particular application 
under different criteria.   

1. Introduction 

Introduced in 2008, Bitcoin (Nakamoto, 2008) has emerged as the 
first widely-used decentralised digital currency in the world. A decen-
tralised currency, unlike its counterpart centralised currency (or fiat 
currency) does not rely on any central entity such as a central bank for its 
issuance and circulation. Motivated with the technological 

breakthrough and financial success of Bitcoin, a plethora of such digital 
currencies have emerged. A recent estimate suggests that there are 
currently around 5, 583 digital currencies in the world as of June, 2020 
(Wanguba, 2020). All such decentralised digital currencies are under-
pinned by a novel technology called Blockchain Technology along with an 
intelligent combination of cryptography and distributed computing. 
Because of their extensive utilisation of cryptographic mechanisms, such 
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digital currencies are colloquially known as crypto-currencies. 
In the last few years, this blockchain technology has received wide- 

spread attention among the industry, the Government, and academia 
alike. While crypto-currencies have emerged as the principal and the 
most popular application of blockchain technology, many enthusiasts 
from different disciplines have identified and proposed a plethora of 
other applications of blockchain in a multitude of domains (Pilkington, 
2016; Crosby et al., 2016). The possibility of exploiting blockchain in so 
many areas has created huge anticipation surrounding blockchain sys-
tems. Indeed, it is regarded as one of the fundamental technologies to 
revolutionise the landscapes of the identified application domains. 

A blockchain system is, fundamentally, a distributed system that 
relies on a consensus algorithm that ensures agreement on the states of 
certain data among distributed nodes. A consensus algorithm is the core 
component that directly dictates how the system behaves and the per-
formance it can achieve. Distributed consensus has been a widely 
studied research topic in distributed systems, however, with the advent 
of blockchain, it has received renewed attention. A wide variety of 
crypto-currencies targeting different application domains has intro-
duced an array of unique requirements that can only be satisfied by their 
corresponding consensus mechanisms. This fact has fuelled the need not 
only to examine the applicability of existing consensus algorithms in 
newer settings, but also to innovate novel consensus algorithms. 
Consequently, several consensus algorithms have emerged, each of 
which possesses interesting properties and unique capabilities. 

As the characteristics of various types of blockchain systems are 
fundamentally dependent on the consensus algorithms they use, a sys-
tematic analysis of existing consensus algorithms is required to examine, 
compare, and contrast these algorithms. Towards this aim, there have 
been a number of attempts which can be found in Bano et al. (2017); 
Wang et al. (2019a); Baliga; Sankar et al. (2017); Mukhopadhyay et al. 
(2016); Garay and Kiayias (2020); Xiao et al. (2020); Nguyen and Kim 
(2018); Bach et al. (2018); Mingxiao et al. (2017); Cachin and Vukolić 
(2017b). However, all these works have some major shortcomings. For 
example, the factors upon which the consensus algorithms have been 
analysed are not comprehensive. Importantly, a wide range of consensus 
algorithms utilised in public blockchain systems supporting mainly 
crypto-currencies have different variants. Such variants and their in-
ternal mechanisms utilised in many existing crypto-currencies have not 
been considered at all. In addition, all of these studies have failed to 
capture the practical interrelation between such blockchain systems and 
their corresponding consensus algorithms. All in all, there is a pressing 
need for a study that analyses a wide range of existing consensus algo-
rithms and their variants in public blockchain systems in an 
implementation-oriented way and synthesises this analysis into a con-
ceptual framework in a concise yet comprehensive manner. The prin-
cipal motivation of this article is to fill in this gap. A table illustrating the 
gap is provided in Table 18 which clearly highlights the need for a re-
view work as the one presented in this article. 

Scope & Target audience. The principal scope of this survey article 
is the consensus algorithms and their variants, which have been exclu-
sively used in different public blockchain systems supporting crypto- 
currencies. There are other consensus algorithms utilised in non- 
blockchain systems, systems which do not utilise a blockchain, e.g. 
IOTA (IOTA, 2019), Nano (2019) or even in private blockchain systems, 
e.g. Hyperledger platforms (Hyperledger, 2019), Quorum (Quorum 
Blockchain, 2019). Such consensus algorithms are excluded from 
consideration in this article. The target audience for this article is 
anyone, academicians from any discipline, industrial practitioners or 
even general public, who would like to familiarise themselves with the 
inner-workings as well as a comparative analysis of different consensus 
algorithms available in public blockchain systems with 
crypto-currencies. The survey is also useful for anyone who would like to 
choose a particular consensus algorithm for a new blockchain system. 

Contributions. The main contributions of the article are presented 
below:  

● A taxonomy of consensus properties, capturing different aspects of a 
consensus algorithm, has been compiled.  

● Three major types of consensus algorithms, namely PoW (Prof of 
Work), Proof of Stake (PoS) and others (representing algorithms 
beyond PoW and PoS), covering a wide variety of public blockchain 
systems have been presented, compared and analysed against the 
properties of the consensus taxonomy.  

● The major issues in each category of consensus algorithm have been 
examined in detail, and their implications have been further 
analysed. 

● Over hundred crypto-currencies, that utilise different consensus al-
gorithms, have been examined to understand their different prop-
erties. These properties then have been utilised to analyse and 
identify different future trends among these crypto-currencies.  

● Finally, a decision tree of consensus algorithms has been presented. 
This tree can test a consensus algorithm’s suitability for a particular 
application. 

In short, with these contributions, this article represents one of the 
most comprehensive studies of consensus algorithms for public block-
chain systems and crypto-currencies as of now. 

Structure. In Section 2, we present a brief background on distributed 
consensus and blockchain highlighting their different aspects, compo-
nents and properties. A taxonomy of consensus algorithms and their 
underlying properties is presented in Section 3. Different PoW, PoS, and 
other types of consensus algorithms have been analysed in Section 4, 
Section 5 and Section 6 respectively. In Section 7, a detailed discussion 
on different issues involving the analysed consensus algorithms and the 
corresponding crypto-currencies is presented along with the decision 
tree. We compare and contrast our review with the existing related 
surveys and highlight the gaps in the previous surveys that our work is 
trying to fulfil in Section 8. Then, we present a few existing challenges 
and possible future research directions in Section 9. Finally, we conclude 
in Section 10. 

2. Background 

In this section, we present a brief background of distributed 
consensus as well as blockchain and its related terminologies in Section 
2.1 and Section 2.2 respectively. 

2.1. Distributed consensus 

Consensus mechanisms in distributed systems have been a well 
studied research problem for nearly three decades (Nolan, 2015). Such 
mechanisms enable consensus to be achieved regarding a shared 
state/data among a set of distributed nodes. The need for a shared state 
created the notion of replicated database systems in order to ensure 
resiliency against node failures within a network. Such database systems 
ensure that data is not lost when one or more nodes fail to function in an 
expected fashion. To ensure consensus among the distributed nodes, it 
must be ensured that these nodes receive the same set of messages in the 
exact same order (the phenomenon known as atomic broadcast). It is 
imperative that a protocol is defined to ensure the timely dissemination 
and atomic broadcast of messages among the nodes and, in many ways, 
dictates how a distributed consensus is achieved and maintained. Hence, 
such a protocol is aptly called a consensus protocol. 

Designing and deploying a consensus protocol is a challenging task as 
it needs to consider several crucial issues such as resiliency against node 
failures, node behaviour, network partitioning, network latency, corrupt 
or out-of-order inputs, and so on. According to (Baliga), a consensus 
protocol should have the following three properties; namely consis-
tency, availability, and fault tolerance. These properties are elaborated 
in Table 1. 

There are two major fault-tolerance models within distributed sys-
tems: crash failure (or tolerance) and Byzantine failure (Bano et al., 
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2017; Baliga; Cachin and Vukolić, 2017b). The crash failure model deals 
with nodes that simply fail to respond due to some hardware or software 
failures. The byzantine failure model, on the other hand, deals with 
nodes that misbehave due to some software bugs or because of the nodes 
being compromised by an adversary. A Byzantine node, first identified 
and formalised by Leslie Lamport in Lamport et al. (1982), can behave 
maliciously by arbitrarily sending deceptive messages to others, which 
might affect the security of distributed systems. Hence, such nodes are 
mostly relevant in application with security implications. 

To address these two failure models, there are two corresponding 
major types of consensus mechanisms: Crash-tolerant consensus and 
Byzantine consensus (Cachin and Vukolić, 2017b). Next, we briefly 
discuss each of them, along with their associated properties.  

1. Crash-tolerant consensus: Algorithms belonging to this class aim to 
guarantee the atomic broadcast (total order) of messages within the 
participating nodes in the presence of a certain number of node 
failures. These algorithms utilise the notion of views or epochs, 
which imply a certain duration of time or events. A leader is selected 
for each epoch who takes decisions regarding the atomic broadcast, 
and all other nodes comply with its decisions. In case a leader fails 
due to a crash failure, the protocol elects a new leader to function. 
The best known algorithms belonging to this class can continue to 
function if the following condition holds: t < n/2 where t is the 
number of faulty nodes and n is the total number of participating 
nodes (Cachin and Vukolić, 2017b). Examples of some well-known 
crash-tolerant consensus protocol are: Paxos (Lamport, 1998, 
2001), Viewstamped Replication (Oki and Liskov, 1988), ZooKeeper 
(Hunt et al., 2010), and Raft (Ongaro and Ousterhout, 2014).  

2. Byzantine consensus: This class of algorithms aims to reach 
consensus in the presence of certain nodes exhibiting Byzantine 
behaviour. Such Byzantine nodes are assumed to be under the con-
trol of an adversary and behave unpredictably with malicious in-
tents. Similar to any crash-tolerant consensus protocol, these 
protocols also utilise the concept of a leader election in a view/epoch 
for atomic broadcast, and other honest nodes are assumed to follow 
the instructions from the leader. Consensus algorithms belonging to 
this class can achieve consensus in the presence of a certain number 
of Byzantine nodes and are aptly called Byzantine Fault Tolerant 
(BFT) consensus algorithms with Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerant 
(PBFT) being one of the most well-known algorithms in this category 
(Castro and Liskov, 2002). The tolerance level of PBFT is f < n/3, 
where f the number of Byzantine nodes and n denotes the number of 
total nodes participating in the network (Cachin and Vukolić, 
2017b). 

2.2. Blockchain 

At the centre of the blockchain technology is the blockchain itself 
stored by the nodes of a P2P network (Chowdhury et al., 2019). A 
blockchain is a distributed ledger consisting of consecutive blocks 
chained together following a strict set of rules. Here, each block is 
created at a predefined interval, or after an event occurs, in a decen-
tralised fashion by means of a consensus algorithm. Within each block, 

there are transactions by which a value is transferred in case of 
crypto-currencies or a data is stored for other blockchain systems. 

Even though the terms blockchain and DLT (Distributed Ledger 
Technology) are used inter-changeably in the literature, there is a subtle 
difference between them which is worth highlighting. A blockchain is 
just an example of a particular type of ledgers, there are other types as 
well. When a ledger (including a blockchain) is distributed across a 
network, it can be regarded as a Distributed Ledger. 

Smart-contract. Advancing from the original concept of blockchain 
where only data is distributed, a new breed of blockchain systems have 
emerged. Such new systems support the notion of distributed VM (Vir-
tual Machine) (Ferdous et al., 2019b) facilitating the deployment and 
execution of computer programs, known as smart-contracts, on top of the 
corresponding blockchain. A smart-contract is deployed and subse-
quently executed using transactions which ultimately change the states 
of the VM. These transactions and the changes states are recorded in the 
blockchain. The atomic broadcast and the corresponding consensus al-
gorithm ensure that the replicated VMs evolve independently in a 
similar way as if every peer has access to the one single form of VM, 
thereby, emulating the notion of a single computer in the whole world. 
Being part of the blockchain makes smart contracts and their executions 
autonomous, immutable and irreversible, which are sought after prop-
erties having a wide range of applications in different application do-
mains. Ethereum is the first-ever platform which realised the notion of 
smart-contract supporting blockchain (Ethereum, 2019)). 

Blockchain type. Depending on the application domains, different 
blockchain deployment strategies can be pursued. Based on these stra-
tegies, there are predominantly two types of blockchains, namely public 
and private blockchain, as discussed below: 

● Public blockchain: A public blockchain, also known as the Unper-
missioned or permissionless Blockchain, allows anyone to participate in 
the blockchain to create and validate blocks as well as to modify the 
chain state by storing and updating data through transactions among 
participating entities. This means that the blockchain state and its 
transactions, along with the data stored is transparent and accessible 
to everyone. This raises privacy concerns for particular scenarios 
where the privacy of such data needs to be preserved. 

● Private blockchain: A private blockchain, also known as the Per-
missioned Blockchain, has a restrictive notion in comparison to its 
public counterpart in the sense that only authorised and trusted 
entities can participate in the activities within the blockchain. In this 
way, a private blockchain can keep the chain data only known to the 
trusted entities instead of the generic public, which might be desir-
able in some use-cases. 

3. Consensus taxonomy & properties 

With the introduction and advancement of different blockchain 
systems, a number of consensus algorithms have been introduced where 
each algorithm has different characteristics and serves different pur-
poses. To compare these disparate groups of consensus algorithms, we 
need to define evaluation criteria. In this section, we present these 
evaluation criteria in the form of taxonomies of consensus properties. 
These properties have been collected from existing researches, such as 
(Bano et al., 2017; Cachin and Vukolić, 2017b), and compiled as a 

Table 1 
Properties of distributed consensus protocols.  

Properties Note 

Safety/ 
Consistency 

A consensus protocol is considered safe (or consistent) only 
when all nodes produce the same valid output, according to the 
protocol rules, for the same atomic broadcast. 

Liveness/ 
availability 

If all non-faulty participating nodes produce an output 
(indicating the termination of the protocol), the protocol is 
considered live. 

Fault Tolerance It exhibits the network’s capability to perform as intended in the 
midst of node failures.  

Fig. 1. Taxonomy of consensus properties.  
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taxonomy in this work. 
The taxonomy is presented in Fig. 1. According to this taxonomy, a 

consensus mechanism has four major groups of properties: Structural, 
Block & reward, Security and Performance properties. Each of these 
properties is briefly discussed below. 

3.1. Structural properties 

Structural properties define how different nodes within a blockchain 
network are structured to participate in a consensus algorithm. These 
properties can be sub-divided into different categories as illustrated in 
Fig. 2. We briefly describe each of these categories below. 

● Node types: It refers to different types of nodes that a consensus al-
gorithm is required to engage with to achieve its consensus. The 
types will depend on the specific consensus algorithm which will be 
presented in the subsequent section.  

● Structure type: It refers to the ways different nodes are structured 
within the consensus algorithm using the concept of a committee. 
The committee itself can be of two types: single and multiple com-
mittees. Each of these committees is described below.  

● Underlying mechanism: It refers to the specific mechanism that a 
consensus algorithm deploys to select a particular node. The mechanism 
can utilise lottery, the age of a particular coin (known as coin-age) or 
a voting mechanism. A lottery can utilise either a cryptography based 

probabilistic mechanism or other randomised mechanisms. In a 
voting mechanism, voting can be carried out either in a single or 
multiple rounds. On the other hand, the coin-age utilises a special 
property, which depends on how long a particular coin has been 
owned by its owner. 

Next, we explore different types of voting committees for existing 
consensus algorithms. 

Single committee. A single committee refers to a special group of 
nodes among the participating nodes which actively participate in the 
consensus process by producing blocks and extending the blockchain. 
Each single committee can have different properties which are briefly 
explored in the following.  

● Committee type: A committee can be open or close. A committee is 
open if it is open to any participating nodes or closed if it is restricted 
to a specific group of nodes.  

● Committee formation: A committee can be formed either implicitly 
or explicitly. An implicit formation does not require the participating 
nodes to follow any additional protocol rules to be in the committee, 
whereas an explicit formation requires a node to follow additional 
protocol steps to be a part of the committee.  

● Committee configuration: A committee can be configured in a 
static or a dynamic fashion. 

Fig. 2. Taxonomy of structural properties.  
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– Static: In a static configuration, the members of the committee are 
pre-selected and fixed. No new members can join and participate 
in the consensus process.  

– Dynamic: In a dynamic configuration, the committee members 
are defined for a time-frame (known as epoch), after which new 
members are added, and old members are removed based on 
certain sets of criteria. In such a committee, nodes are selected 
using a voting mechanism where voting is carried either in a single 
or multiple rounds. Some consensus algorithms, however, do not 
specify any specific time-frame, and hence, members can join or 
leave any time at will. Nodes in such configurations are selected 
using a lottery mechanism which utilises either a cryptography 
based probabilistic mechanism or other randomised mechanisms. 

Multiple committee. It has been observed that the time it takes to 
achieve consensus in a single committee tends to increase as the number 
of the member starts to increase (Bano et al., 2017), thereby reducing 
performance. To alleviate this problem, the concept of multiple com-
mittee has been introduced, where each committee consists of different 
validators (special nodes with the responsibilities to create blocks in a 
specific type of blockchain system, explained later) (Bano et al., 2017). A 
multiple committee can have different properties. Next, we explore two 
properties.  

● Topology: It refers to the way different committees are organised. 
For example, the topology can be flat to indicate that different 
committees are at the same level or can be hierarchical where the 
committees can be considered in multiple layered levels.  

● Committee configuration: In addition, like a single committee, the 
multiple committees can be configured in a static or dynamic way. 

3.2. Block & reward properties 

Properties under this category can be utilised as quantitative metrics 
to differentiate different crypto-currencies. The properties are (Fig. 3): 
genesis date, block reward, total supply, and block creation time. These 
properties do not necessarily characterise different consensus algo-
rithms directly, however, most of them (except the genesis date) have a 
direct and indirect impact on how consensus is achieved in a particular 
crypto-currency based blockchain system. For example, block reward 
incentivises miners to act accordingly by solving a cryptographic puzzle, 
which is then ultimately used to achieve consensus. The properties are 
described below:  

● Genesis date represents the timestamp when the very first block was 
created for a particular blockchain system.  

● Block reward represents the reward a node receives for creating a 
new block.  

● Total supply represents the total supply of a crypto-currency. 
● Block time represents the average block creation time of a block-

chain system. 

3.3. Security properties 

A consensus algorithm must satisfy a number of security properties 
as presented in as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In Fig. 4, different security 

properties are presented while in Fig. 5 different attack vectors are 
presented. The outlined security properties and attack vectors are 
described below:  

● Authentication: This implies if nodes participating in a consensus 
protocol need to be properly verified/authenticated.  

● Non-repudiation: This signifies if a consensus protocol satisfies non- 
repudiation.  

● Censorship resistance: This implies if the corresponding algorithm 
can withstand against any censorship resistance.  

● Attack vectors: This property implies the attack vectors applicable 
to a consensus mechanism. There attack vectors are categorised in 
three groups: common, PoW attacks and PoS attacks. Here, we pre-
sent the common attack vectors as these attacks are relevant to any 
consensus algorithm. On the other hand, PoW and PoS attacks, as 
presented in Fig. 5, are applicable to that specific class of consensus 
algorithms respectively. Therefore, we will discuss them in the 
respective sections, when we explore such algorithms.  
– Adversary tolerance: This signifies the maximum byzantine 

nodes supported/tolerated by the respective protocol.  
– Sybil: In a Sybil attack (Douceur, 2002), an attacker can duplicate 

his identity as required to achieve illicit advantages. Within a 
blockchain system, a sybil attack implicates the scenario when an 
adversary can create/control as many nodes as required within the 
underlying P2P network to exert influence on the distributed 
consensus algorithm and to taint its outcome in her favour. 

Fig. 3. Taxonomy of block & reward properties.  

Fig. 4. Taxonomy of consensus security properties.  

Fig. 5. Taxonomy of attack vectors.  
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– Double spending: A double spending attack is a critical attack in 
any financial system, including crypto-currencies. This attack im-
plicates that a user of the respective crypto-currency can spend 
their crypto-currency twice (Natoli and Gramoli, 2016).  

– DoS (Denial of Service) & Spawn-camping: An attacker can 
launch DoS attacks targeting a blockchain system. Particularly, 
adversaries can join forces to participate in a spawn-camping attack, 
in which they launch DoS attacks simultaneously over and over 
again to render the network useless for the corresponding block-
chain system (Choi, 2017).  

– Eclipse: In an eclipse attack an adversary targets a blockchain 
(victim) node and aims to obscure its view of the blockchain 
(Heilman et al., 2015). Being unaware of how the blockchain is 
evolving, the victim can be targeted for other attacks such as 
double spending attacks and selfish mining (explained in subse-
quent sections) (Heilman et al., 2015). 

3.4. Performance properties 

The properties belonging to this group can be utilised to measure the 
quantitative performance of a consensus protocol. A brief description of 
each property is presented below with its illustration in Fig. 6.  

● Fault tolerance signifies the maximum faulty nodes the respective 
consensus protocol can tolerate.  

● Throughput implies the number of transactions the protocol can 
process in 1 s.  

● Scalability refers to the ability to grow in size and functionalities 
without degrading the original system’s performance (Ferdous et al., 
2019a).  

● Latency (Finality) refers to “the time it takes from when a transaction 
is proposed until consensus has been reached on it” (Bano et al., 2017). It 
is also known as finality.  

● Energy consumption indicates if the algorithm (or the utilising 
system) consumes a significant amount of energy. 

4. Proof of work (PoW) 

A Proof of Work (PoW) mechanism involves two different parties 
(nodes): prover (requestor) and verifier (provider). The prover performs 
a resource-intensive computational task intending to achieve a goal and 
presents the task to a verifier or a set of verifiers for validation that re-
quires significantly less resources. The core idea is that this asymmetry, 
in terms of resource required, between the proof generation and vali-
dation acts intrinsically as a deterrent measure against any system 
abuse. 

Within this aim, the idea of PoW was first presented by Dwork and 
Naor in their seminal article in 1993 (Dwork and Naor, 1992). They put 
forward the idea of using PoW to combat email spamming. According to 
their proposal, an email sender would require solving a 
resource-intensive mathematical puzzle and attach the solution within 
the email as a proof that the task has been performed. The email receiver 
would accept an email only if the solution can be successfully verified. 
Hashcash by Back et al. (Back, 2002) is the earliest example to leverage a 
PoW mechanism in practical systems. Similar to the proposal of Dwork 
and Naor, Hashcash is also designed to combat spams. A similar concept 
has been adopted by many PoW blockchain systems where each PoW 
mechanism is bound to a threshold, known as the difficulty parameter. 

The prover would carry out the computational task in several rounds 
until a PoW is generated that matches the required threshold, and every 
single round is known as a single proof attempt. 

PoW has been the most widely-used mechanism to achieve a 
distributed consensus among the participants regarding the block order 
and the chain state. In particular, a PoW mechanism in a blockchain 
serves two critical purposes:  

● A deterrent mechanism against the Sybil Attack. In PoW, every 
mining node would require a significant monetary investment to 
engage in a resource-intensive PoW mechanism during the block 
creation process. To launch a Sybil attack, an attacker’s monetary 
investment will be proportional to the number of Sybil identities, 
which might outweigh any advantage gained from launching a Sybil 
attack. 

● The PoW mechanism is used as an input to a function which ulti-
mately is used to achieve the required distributed consensus when a 
fork happens in a blockchain (Finlow-Bates, 2017). 

We differentiate between three major classes of PoW consensus 
mechanisms: Compute-bound PoW, Memory-bound PoW and Chained 
PoW. Each of these is explored in the following sections. 

4.1. Compute-bound PoW 

A Compute-bound PoW, also known as CPU-bound PoW, employs a 
CPU-intensive function that carries out the required computational task 
by leveraging the capabilities of the processing units (e.g., CPU/GPU), 
without relying on the main memory of the system. Nakamoto consensus 
is the compute-bound PoW consensus algorithm leveraged in Bitcoin. It 
is based on the approach of Hashcash, modified to be applied within the 
blockchain setting. 

To understand the Nakamoto consensus, it is be useful to understand 
how Bitcoin functions. The Bitcoin network consists of two types of 
nodes within a P2P (Peer-to-Peer) network: miners (acting as provers) 
and general nodes (acting as verifiers). A general node is mostly used by 
users to transfer bitcoin in the network, whereas a miner node is a 
special node used for generating (mining) bitcoins. 

Each node needs to download the Bitcoin software to connect to the 
network. Each user utilises a special software, called wallet, to create 
identities where an identity consists of a private/public key pair, and a 
bitcoin address is derived from the corresponding public key. A sender 
needs to know such an address of the receiver to transfer any bitcoin. 
Bitcoin is transferred between two entities using the notion of a trans-
action utilising the wallet software. This transaction is propagated to the 
network, which is collected by all miner nodes. Each miner node com-
bines these transactions into a block and then engages in solving a 
cryptographic puzzle, with other miners, in several proof attempts, until 
the solution is found. In each of these proof attempts, a miner tries to 
generate a random number, applying a hash function over transactions 
and other data, which satisfies the required condition: the random 
number must be less than a target value called the difficulty target. When 
a miner successfully solves the puzzle, that miner is said to have 
generated a valid block which is then propagated in the network. In 
addition, before the maximum number of Bitcoins are reached, the 
Bitcoin protocol generates a certain amount of new Bitcoins for each 
new valid block and rewards the miner for its effort. Other miners 
validate this newly mined block and then add it to the blockchain. Each 
new block refers to the last block in the chain, which in turn refers to its 
previous block, and so on. The very first block in the chain, known as the 
genesis block, however, has no such reference. 

The decentralised nature of this mining process might result in 
multiple valid blocks generated by different miners and resulting in 
multiple branches emerging from the same blockchain. This phenome-
non in blockchain is known as fork. The fundamental goal of the cor-
responding consensus protocol is to resolve this fork so that only one Fig. 6. Consensus performance features or properties.  
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branch remains and other branches are discarded. The Nakamoto 
consensus algorithm utilised in Bitcoin follows a simple rule: it lets the 
branches grow. As soon as one branch grows longer than the others 
(more specifically, the total cumulative computational effort of one 
branch exceeds the others), all miners select the longest branch (or the 
branch with the highest computational effort), discarding all other 
branches. Such a branch is known as the main branch and other 
branches are known as orphan branches. Only the miners in the main 
branch are entitled to receive their Bitcoin rewards. When a fork is 
resolved across the network, a distributed consensus emerges in the 
network. 

The utilisation of CPU/GPU in the Nakamoto consensus facilitates 
the scenario in which the computation can be massively optimised for 
faster calculation using Application-specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) 
rigs. This has drawn criticisms among the crypto-currency enthusiasts as 
general purpose computers cannot be utilised to participate in the 
mining process and hence, the mining process is mostly centralised 
among a group of mining nodes. 

4.2. Memory-bound PoW 

One major criticism of any compute-bound PoW is that it facilitates 
the utilisation of ASIC-based rigs for the mining purpose (see Section 
4.1). To counteract this criticism, memory-bound PoWs have been 
proposed. A memory-bound PoW requires the algorithm to access the 
main memory several times. Thus it ultimately binds the performance of 
the algorithm within the limit of access latency and/or bandwidth as 
well as the size of memory. This restricts ASIC rigs based on a memory- 
bound PoW to have the manifold performance advantage over their 
CPU/GPU based counterparts. In addition, the profit margin of devel-
oping ASIC with memory and then building mining rigs with them is not 
viable as of now for these classes of PoWs. Because of these, memory- 
bound PoWs are advocated as a superior replacement for compute- 
bound PoWs in de-monopolising mining concentrations around some 
central mining nodes (see Section 4.5). 

A memory-bound PoW algorithm has many variants such as: Cryp-
tonight, Scrypt and its variants, Equihash, Ethash/Dagger and Neo-
Scrypt. Next, we briefly describe each of these different variants. 

1) CRYPTONIGHT. Cryptonight (Seigen et al., 2013) utilises internally a 
memory-hard hash function called Keccak (Bertoni et al., 2013) and 
relies on a 2 MB scratchpad residing on the memory of a computer. The 
scratchpad is extensively used to perform numerous read/write opera-
tions at pseudo-random addresses within that scratchpad. In the final 
step, the desired hash is generated by hashing the entire scratchpad. 

Its reliance on a large scratchpad on the memory of a system makes it 
resistant towards FPGA and ASIC mining as the economic incentive to 
create FPGA, and ASIC mining hardware might be too low for the time 
being. As such, Cryptonight introduces the notion of so called Egalitarian 
proof of work (Seigen, Nieminen, Juarez) or proof of equality, which 
enables anyone to join in the mining process using any modern CPU and 
GPU. 

2) SCRYPT AND ITS VARIANTS. Scrypt is a password based key deriving 
function (KDF) that is currently used in many crypto-currencies (Per-
cival and Josefsson, 2016). A KDF is primarily used to generate one or 
more secret values from another secret key and is widely used in pass-
word hashing. Previous key deriving functions such as DES-based UNIX 
Crypt-function, FreeBSD MD5 crypt, Public-Key Cryptography Stan-
dards#5 (PKCS#5), and PBKDF2 do not impose any specific hardware 
requirements. This enables any attacker to launch attacks against those 
functions using specific FPGA or ASIC enabled hardware, the so-called 
custom hardware attacks (Wikipedia entry on Custom Hardware Attack, 
2019). Scrypt has been designed to counteract this threat. 

Towards this aim, one of the core characteristics of Scrypt is its 
reliance on the vast memory of a system, making it difficult for FPGA 
and ASIC enabled custom hardware. In the underneath, Scrypt utilises 
Salsa20/8 Core (Bernstein, 2008a) as its internal hash function. A 

simplified version of Scrypt is used in different blockchain systems, 
which is much faster and easier to implement, and can be performed 
using any modern CPU and GPU, thereby enabling anyone to join in the 
mining process. However, the ever-increasing price of crypto-currencies 
has incentivised miners to produce custom ASIC hardware for some 
blockchain systems utilising Scrypt in recent times. An example of such 
hardware that can be used to mine different Scrypt crypto-currencies is 
Antminer L3+ (SThe Scrypt Mining Algorithm, 2019). 

To tackle this issue of exploiting ASIC for mining, several Scrypt 
variants have been proposed: Scrypt-N/Scrypt Jane/Scrypt Chacha and 
Scrypt-OG, each providing particular advantages over others. Scrypt-N 
and Scrypt Chacha rely on SHA256 and ChaCha (Bernstein, 2008b) as 
their internal hash functions, respectively, whereas Scrypt Jane utilises a 
combination of different hash functions. All of them support progressive 
and tunable memory requirements, which can be adjusted after a certain 
period. This is to ensure that custom ASIC hardware is rendered obsolete 
once the memory requirement is changed. Finally, Scrypt-OG (Opti-
mised for GPU) is optimised to be eight times less memory intensive than 
Scrypt (Buntinx, 2017a). 

NeoScrypt, an extension of Scrypt, is a key derivation function that 
aims to increase the security and performance on CPUs and GPUs while 
being strong ASIC resistant (Doering, 2014). Internally it utilises a 
combination of algorithms such as Salsa 20/20 (Bernstein, 2008a) and 
ChaCha 20/20 (Bernstein, 2008b) along with Blake2s (Aumasson et al., 
2013). Its constructions impose larger temporal buffer requirements 
with a larger memory segment size. This makes it 1.25 times more 
memory intensive than Scrypt, thereby acting as a deterrent towards 
building ASICs for NeoScrypt. 

3) EQUIHASH. Equihash is one of the recent PoW algorithms that has 
been well received in the blockchain community (Biryukov and Khov-
ratovich, 2017). It is a memory-bound PoW that requires to find a so-
lution for the Generalised Birthday problem using Wagner’s algorithm 
(Wagner, 2002). Equihash has been designed to decentralise the mining 
procedure itself, similar to other memory-bound approaches. However, 
so far, very few of such algorithms have succeeded. One of the crucial 
reasons for this is that their underlying time-memory complexity 
trade-off is largely constant. This means that reducing memory 
requirement in these algorithms have little effect on their corresponding 
time complexity. 

Wagner’s solution has a steep time-memory complexity trade-off, 
reducing memory increases time complexity substantially. This prem-
ise has been exploited by Equihash to ensure that mining is exclusively 
proportional to the amount of memory a miner has. Thus, it is more 
suitable for a general purpose computer than any ASIC-enabled hard-
ware which can only have relatively small memory to make their pro-
duction profitable for the mining process. Due to this reason, it has been 
claimed that Equihash can support ASIC resistance, at least for the 
foreseeable future. 

4) ETHASH (DAGGER-HASHIMOTO)/DAGGER. Ethash is a memory-bound 
PoW algorithm introduced for Ethereum with the goal to be ASIC- 
resistant for a long time (Ethash, 2019). It was previously known as 
Dagger-Hashimoto algorithm (Dagger-Hashimoto, 2019) because of its 
utilisation of two different algorithms: Dagger (Buterin, 2019) and 
Hashimoto (Buterin, 2019). Dagger is one of the earliest proposed 
memory-bound PoW algorithms which utilises the Directed Acyclic 
Graph (DAG) for memory-hard puzzle solving. On the other hand, the 
Hashimoto algorithm relies on the delay incurred for reading data from 
memory as the limiting factor and is known as an I–O bound algorithm. 

Ethash combines these two algorithms to be ASIC-resistant and 
functions as follows. Ethash utilises pseudo-random DAG recomputed 
during each epoch. Each epoch is determined by the time it takes to 
generate 30,000 blocks in approximately five days. During the DAG 
generation process, a seed is generated at first, which relies on the length 
of the chain. The seed is then used to compute a 16 MB pseudo-random 
cache. Then, each item of the DAG is generated by utilising a certain 
number of items from the pseudo-random cache. This entire process 
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enables the DAG to grow linearly with the growth of the chain. Then, the 
latest block header and the current candidate nonce are hashed using 
Keccak (SHA-3) hash function, and the resultant hash is mixed and 
hashed several times with data from the DAG. The final hashed digest is 
compared to the difficulty target and accepted or discarded accordingly. 
This functionality of Ethash ensures that the optimisation is limited to 
the memory access delay, rendering ASIC hardware less useful. That is 
why it is thought to be suitable for commodity computing hardware with 
good powerful GPUs. 

4.3. Chained PoW 

A chained PoW utilises several hashing functions chained together in 
a series of consecutive steps to ensure ASIC resistance. In addition to 
this, it also aims to address one particular weakness of any compute- 
bound and memory-bound PoW algorithm: their reliance on a single 
hashing function. With the advent of quantum computing, the security 
of a respective hashing algorithm might be adversely affected, which 
might undermine the security of the corresponding blockchain system. If 
this happens, the old algorithm needs to be discarded, and a new 
quantum resistant hashing algorithm needs to be incorporated to the 
respective blockchain using a mechanism called hard-fork, a mechanism 
to enforce a major update in a blockchain system. This is a complex 
disruptive procedure that might harm any blockchain system. In such 
scenarios, a chained PoW algorithm would continue to function until all 
its hashing functions are compromised. 

Several chained PoW algorithms are currently available, which are 
discussed next. 

1) X11/X13/X15. X11 is a widely-used hashing algorithm in many 
blockchain systems. In X11, eleven hashing algorithms are consec-
utively executed one after another. The hashing algorithms are blake, 
bmw, groestl, jh, keccak, skein, luffa, cubehash, shavite, simd, and echo. 
One advantage of X11 is that it is highly energy efficient: GPUs 
computing X11 algorithm requires approximately 30% less wattage 
and remains 30–50% cooler in comparison to Scrypt (Crypto-
currency Mining Hash Algorithms, 2019). Even though X11 was 
designed to be ASIC resistant, the economic incentives have allowed 
the creation of ASIC hardware for X11 blockchain systems. X13 and 
X15 are its different variants in which 13 and 15 hashing functions 
are deployed respectively. 
2) QUARK. Quark PoW algorithm relies on six different hashing 
functions: BLAKE (Aumasson et al., 2013), Blue Midnight Wish 
(Gligoroski et al., 2009), Grøstl (Gauravaram et al., 2009; Lyra2RE, 
2017), JH (Wu, 2011), Keccak and Skein (Quark Coin, 2019). These 
functions are implemented in a mixed series with nine steps (Quark 
Coin Wiki, 2019). Within these nine steps, three functions are 
randomly applied in three steps depending on the value of a bit. The 
main motivations of mixing these six functions is to ensure ASIC 
resistance and security against one hashing algorithm being 
compromised. Even so, there are currently available hardware to 
enable Quark mining using GPU and ASIC (First Impressions from the 
Baikal Mini Miner ASIC, 2019). 
3) LYRA2RE. Lyra2RE is a chained PoW which utilises five hash 
functions: BLAKE, Keccak, Lyra2, Skein, and Grøstl. It was designed 
to be CPU friendly, however, it was discovered in 2015 that the 
majority of the hashing power utilised for mining a Lyra2RE crypto- 
currency in its network was facilitated by a botnet stealing CPU cy-
cles from a large number of infected computers. This motivated the 
developers to release Lyra2REv2, which utilises six hash functions, 
BLAKE, Keccak, CubeHash, Lyra2, Skein, and Blue Midnight Wish 
with GPU only PoW. 
4) MAGNIFICENT 7. Magnificent 7 (M7) is a chained PoW algorithm 
which utilises seven hash functions to generate the candidate hash 
during the mining process of Cryptonite blockchain system (not to be 
confused with the Cryptonight PoW algorithm) (Wiki entry on M7, 

2019). The utilised hash functions are SHA-256, SHA-512, Keccak, 
RIPEMD, HAVAL, Tiger and Whirlpool. Internally, the candidate 
block’s header is sequentially hashed by the corresponding functions 
and then multiplied to generate the final hash, which is then 
compared against the difficulty threshold. Even though it a not 
memory-bound PoW, it has been claimed that the multiplication 
operation enables it to run on a general purpose CPU easily, how-
ever, makes it difficult to run on GPUs and ASICs (Wiki entry on M7, 
2019). Even so, there are is at least one GPU miner available for M7 
(CudaMiner, 2019). 

4.4. PoW crypto-currencies 

Currently, there are many public blockchain systems generating 
different crypto-currencies that utilise different variants of PoW 
consensus algorithms. Table 2 shows the top five (if available) cur-
rencies for each variant of PoW consensus algorithms according to their 
market capitalisation as rated by CoinGecko 1 (a website which tracks 
different activities related to crypto-currencies) during the writing of 
this article. The table also presents their block and reward properties as 
presented in Fig. 3. It is to be noted that information regarding the 
properties in Table 2 for these (and other subsequent) currencies has 
been collected by consulting their corresponding whitepapers, websites 
and introductory announcements on Reddit website .2 

In Table 2, we have used the notation “NA” to denote if the corre-
sponding data for a crypto-currency is not found. For the Block reward 
property, the corresponding reward for each crypto-currency has been 
provided. For Cryptonite, though, “Dynamic” has been used to signify 
that the block reward is dynamically generated for each block. Similarly, 
for Total supply, the corresponding supply has been provided. The term 
“Infinite supply” has been used to indicate an infinite supply for a 
particular crypto-currency. Finally, we have block time for each cur-
rency has been in provided in minutes under the “Block time” category. 

Apart from the side-by-side comparative analyse of different PoW 
crypto-currencies, Table 2 outlines an interesting phenomenon. 
Different crypto-currencies even belonging to a single variant of a 
consensus algorithm (e.g. Bitcoin, Syscoin, Peercoin, Counterparty and 
Emercoin, all belonging to Nakamoto variant) differ considerably with 
respect to their block reward, total supply and block time. This pattern is 
visible in other variants as well. The underlying motivation is difficult to 
guess and has not been analysed yet. These properties can be further 
analysed to identify different other phenomenons among different 
crypto-currencies. A few of such analyses have been presented in Section 
7. 

4.5. PoW limitations 

PoW (Nakamoto) consensus algorithm has been widely accoladed for 
its breakthrough in the distributed consensus paradigm, starting with 
Bitcoin. It has laid down the foundation for the subsequent advance-
ment, which resulted in different PoW algorithms and blockchain sys-
tems supporting crypto-currencies as discussed in the earlier sections. 
Even so, there are some significant limitations. Next, we briefly discuss 
these limitations:  

● Energy consumption: Each PoW algorithm needs to consume 
electricity to compute the hash. As the difficulty of the network starts 
to increase, so does the energy consumption. The amount of 
consumed energy is significant when calculated over the whole 
network consisting of ASIC/GPU mining rigs worldwide. According 
do Digiconomist ,3 a website that tracks the electricity consumption 

1 https://www.coingecko.com/.  
2 https://www.reddit.com/.  
3 https://digiconomist.net/. 
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of Bitcoin and Ethereum, the energy consumption of Bitcoin and 
Ethereum is around 40 TWh (Tera-Watt Hour) and 10 TWh, 
respectively (Bitcoin energy consumption, 2019). To put this into 
perspective, it has been estimated that the electricity consumed by 
Bitcoin in a year could power up 6, 770, 506 American households 
and is much more than what Czech Republic consumes in a year 
(Bitcoin energy consumption, 2019). The utilisation of this tremen-
dous amount of electricity has raised the question of the sustain-
ability of PoW-based blockchain systems.  

● Mining centralisation: With the ever-increasing difficulty rate, 
miners within a PoW-based blockchain system need to upgrade the 
capability of their ASIC/GPU mining rigs to increase their chance of 
creating a new block. Even so, it becomes increasingly difficult for a 
single miner to join in the mining process without a substantial in-
vestment in the mining rigs. This phenomenon implies that the 
economies of scale phenomenon strongly impacts PoW algorithms. In 
economic theory, the economies of scale is the advantage a producer 
can gain by increasing its output (Wikipedia entry on Economies of 

scale, 2019). This happens because the producer can spread the cost 
of per-unit production over a larger number of goods, which in-
creases the profit margin. This analogy also applies to PoW mining as 
explained next. A mining pool can be created where the mining re-
sources of different miners are aggregated to increase the chance of 
creating a new block. Once a mining pool receives a reward for 
creating the next block, the reward is then proportionally divided 
among the participating miners. Unfortunately, this has led to the 
centralisation problems where the probability of block creations is 
increasingly being limited to a handful of miners. According to 
(Bitcoin hashrate distribution, 2019) (a website which tracks hash-
rate distribution of mining pools), only five mining pools control the 
75% of hashrate of the whole network and there is a risk of collusion 
which could lead to a 51% attack.  

● Tragedy of commons: Many PoW algorithms suffer an economic 
problem called the Tragedy of the commons. In economic theory, the 
tragedy of the commons occurs when each entity rushes to maximise 
its profit from a depleting resource without considering the well- 

Table 2 
Top crypto-currencies utilising different PoW consensus algorithms and the properties.  

Currency Variant Genesis date (dd.mm. 
yyyy) 

Block 
reward 

Total supply Block 
Time 

Bitcoin/Bitcoin Cash/Bitcoin SV (Bitcoin, 2019) (Bitcoin Cash, 2019) ( 
Bitcoin SV, 2019) 

Nakamoto 03.01.2009 6.25 21.00 millions 10.0 min 

Syscoin (Syscoin, 2019) Nakamoto 16.08.2014 80.05 888.00 millions 1.0 min 
Peercoin (Peer Coin, 2019) Nakamoto 19.08.2012 55.17 2000.00 millions 10.0 min 
Counterparty (Counterparty, 2019) Nakamoto 01.02.2014 NA 2.60 millions NA 
Emercoin (Emercoin, 2019) Nakamoto 11.12.2013 5020.00 41.00 millions 10.0 min 
Monero (Monero, 2019) Cryptonight 18.04.2014 4.87 18.40 millions 2.0 min 
Bytecoin (Bytecoin, 2019) Cryptonight 04.07.2012 666.76 184460.00 millions 2.0 min 
AEON (AEON, 2019) Cryptonight 06.06.2014 5.48 18.40 millions 4.0 min 
Boolberry (Boolberry, 2019) Cryptonight 17.05.2014 4.85 18.50 millions 2.0 min 
Karbowanec (Karbowanec, 2019) Cryptonight 30.05.2016. 8.83 Infinite supply 4.0 min 
Litecoin (Litecoin, 2019) Scrypt 13.10.2011 25.00 84.00 millions 2.5 min 
Verge (Verge, 2019) Scrypt 15.02.2016 730.00 16500.00 millions 0.5 min 
Bitmark (Bitmark, 2019) Scrypt 13.07.2014 20.00 27.58 millions 2.0 min 
Dogecoin (Dogecoin, 2019) Scrypt 06.12.2013 10000.00 Infinite supply NA 
GameCredits (Gamecredit, 2019) Scrypt 01.06.2015 12.50 84.00 millions 1.5 min 
Zcash (Zcash, 2019) Equihash 28.10.2016 10.00 21.00 millions 2.5 min 
Bitcoin Gold (Bitcoin Gold, 2019) Equihash 24.10.2017 12.50 21.00 millions 10.0 min 
Komodo (Komodo, 2019) Equihash 15.10.2016 3.00 200.00 millions 1.0 min 
Zclassic (Zclassic, 2019) Equihash 6.11.2016 12.50 21.00 millions 2.5 min 
ZenCash (ZenCash, 2019) Equihash 30.05.2017 7.50 21.00 millions 2.5 min 
Ethereum (Ethereum, 2019) Ethash 30.07.2015 2.00 infinite supply 10–20 s 
Ethereum Classic (Ethereum Classic, 2019) Ethash 30.07.2015 4.00 3880.00 millions 10–20 s 
Ubiq (Ubiq, 2019) Ethash 28.01.2017 6.00 NA 88 s 
Shift (Shif, 2019) Ethash 01.08.2015 1.00 Infinite supply 27 s 
Expanse (Expanse, 2019) Ethash 13.09.2015 4.00 31.40 millions 1.0 min 
Red Pulse (Red Pulse, 2019) NeoScrypt 17.10.2017 NA 1360.00 millions NA 
Feathercoin (Feathercoin, 2019) NeoScrypt 16.04.2013 40.00 336.00 millions 1.0 min 
GoByte (GoByte, 2019) NeoScrypt 17.11.2017 3.71 31800.00 millions 2.5 min 
UFO Coin (UFO Coin, 2019) NeoScrypt 03.01.2014 625 4000.00 millions 1.5 min 
Innova (Innova, 2019) NeoScrypt 19.10.2017 2.64 1.29 millions 2.0 min 
Dash (Dash, 2019) X11 19.01.2014 1.55 22.00 millions 2.5 min 
Regalcoin (Regal Coin, 2019) X11 28.09.2017 NA 7.20 millions NA 
Memetic (Memetic, 2019) X11 05.03.2016 NA NA NA 
ExclusiveCoin (Exclusive Coin, 2019) X11 12.06.2016 NA NA NA 
Creditbit (Creditbit, 2019) X11 02.11.2015 NA 100.00 millions 1.0 min 
Stratis (Stratis, 2019) X13 09.08.2016 NA NA NA 
Cloakcoin (Cloakcoin, 2019) X13 03.06.2014 496.00 4.5 millions 1.0 min 
Stealthcoin (Stealthcoin, 2019) X13 04.07.2014 NA 20.70 millions 1.0 min 
DeepOnion (DeepOnion, 2019) X13 13.07.2017 4.00 18.90 millions 4.0 min 
HTMLcoin (HTMLcoin, 2019) X15 12.09.2014 NA 90000 millions 1.0 min 
Quark (Quark Coin, 2019) Quark 21.07.2013 1.00 247.00 millions 0.5 s 
PIVX (PIVX, 2019) Quark NA 5.00 NA 1.0 min 
MonetaryUnit (MonetaryUnit, 2019) Quark 26.07.2014 18.00 1000000.00 

millions 
0.67 min 

ALQO (ALQO, 2019) Quark 30.10.2017 .003 NA 1.0 min 
Bitcloud (Bitcloud, 2019) Quark 15.08.2017 22.50 200.00 millions 6.5 min 
Vertcoin (Vertcoin, 2019) Lyra2RE 10.01.2014 25.00 84.00 millions 2.5 min 
Monacoin (Monacoin, 2019) Lyra2RE 01.01.2014 25.00 105.00 millions 1.5 min 
Crypto (Crypto, 2019) Lyra2RE 30.03.2015 NA 65.80 millions 0.5 min 
Cryptonite (Cryptonite, 2019) Magnificent 7 28.07.2014 Dynamic 1840.00 millions 1.0 min  
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being of all that share the same resource (Wikipedia entry on Trag-
edy of the commons, 2019). This situation occurs in a blockchain 
system if its reward mechanism is deflationary in nature with limited 
supply, e.g. Bitcoin. It has been argued when the reward of creating a 
new block in Bitcoin will reach nearly zero; the miners will have to 
rely on the transaction fees to cover their expenses solely. This might 
create an unhealthy competition among the miners to include as 
many transactions as possible, just to maximise one’s profit. Conse-
quently, the transaction fees will keep decreasing, which might lead 
to a situation where miners cannot make enough profit to continue 
the mining process. Eventually, more and more miners will leave the 
mining process, which might lead towards a 51% attack or other 
scenarios that could destabilise the Bitcoin network.  

● Absence of penalty & attack vectors: All PoW algorithms (both 
compute and memory bound) are altruistic in the sense that they 
reward behaving miners, however, do not penalise a misbehaving 
one. One example is that a miner can collude with a group of miners 
(a phenomenon known as the selfish mining attack) to increase its 
profitability in an illegitimate way (Eyal and Sirer, 2014). A miner 
can also engage in a Denial-of-Service attack by just not forwarding 
any transaction or block within the network or even the spawn--
camping attack. A penalty mechanism would disincentivise any miner 
to engage in any such malicious misbehaviour. 

4.6. Analysis 

In this section, we summarise the properties of different PoW algo-
rithms in Table 3, Tables 4 and 5 utilising the taxonomies presented in 
Section 3. In these tables, the symbol “⦿” is utilised to indicate if the 
corresponding algorithm supports a certain property, whereas the 
symbol “○” is used to denote that the respective property is not sup-
ported. For other properties, explanatory texts have been used. 

As presented in Table 3, different types of PoW algorithms share 
exactly similar characteristics. In these algorithms, they are mainly two 
types of nodes: clients and miners. Miners are responsible for creating a 
block using a randomised lottery mechanism. Conversely, clients are the 
nodes responsible for validating each block and creating transactions 
between different users. Committees in these algorithms represent the 
set of miners, exhibiting the property of a single open committee 
structure, which is formed implicitly in a dynamic fashion, indicating 
any miner can join or leave whenever they wish. 

As per Table 4, none of the algorithms requires any node to be 
authenticated to participate in the algorithm. All of them have strong 
support for non-repudiation in the form of a digital signature as part of 
every single transaction. These algorithms have a high level of censor-
ship resistance, which means that it will be difficult for any regulatory 
agency to impose any censorship on these algorithms. As for the attack 
vector, each PoW algorithm requires every miner node to invest sub-
stantially in mining hardware to participate in these consensus algo-
rithms. This feature, thus, acts as a deterrent against any Sybil or DoS (as 
well as spawn-camping) attack in any PoW algorithm. The adversary 
tolerance is based on the assumption that PoW suffers from 51% attacks, 
and thus, adversary nodes need to have less than 50% of the total 
hashing power of the network. Moreover, the consensus algorithm en-
sures resiliency against any double spending attacks. However, a PoW 
algorithm is not resilient against an eclipse or a selfish mining attack. 

According to Table 5, these algorithms have low throughput, and 
unfortunately, do not scale properly. Furthermore, most of the 

algorithms require a considerable time to reach finality, and their energy 
consumption is considerably high, as explained in Section 4.5. The fault 
tolerance in these algorithms is 2f + 1 like any BFT algorithm, implying 
they can achieve consensus as long as more than 50% of nodes function 
correctly. 

5. Proof of Stake 

To counteract the limitations of any PoW algorithm, another type of 
consensus algorithm, called Proof of Stake (PoS), has been proposed. 
The earliest proposal of a PoS algorithm can be found on the bitcointalk 
forum in 2011 (Quantum Mechanic, 2011). Soon after, several projects 
started experimenting with the idea. Peercoin (Peer Coin, 2019), 
released in 2012, was the first blockchain crypto-currency to utilise the 
PoS consensus algorithm. 

The core idea of PoS evolves around the concept that the nodes who 
would like to participate in the block creation process must prove that 
they own a certain number of coins at first. Besides, they must lock a 
certain amount of its currencies, called stake, into an escrow account in 
order to participate in the block creation process. The stake acts as a 
guarantee that it will behave as per the protocol rules. The node that 
escrows its stake in this manner is known as the stakeholder, leader, 
forger, or minter in the PoS terminology. The minter can lose the stake, 
in case it misbehaves. 

In essence, when a stakeholder escrows its stake, it implicitly be-
comes a member of an exclusive group. Only a member of this exclusive 
group can participate in the block creation process. In case the stake-
holder gets the chance to create a new block, the stakeholder will be 
rewarded in specific ways. 

5.1. Different aspects of PoS 

In this section, we explore different aspects of a PoS consensus 
algorithm. 

Advantages: It has been argued that the incentive method, coupled 
with any punitive mechanism, can provide a similar security level of any 
PoW algorithm. Moreover, PoS can offer several other advantages. Next, 
we discuss a few benefits of a PoS mechanism (Choi, 2017).  

● Energy Efficiency: A PoS algorithm does not require any node to 
solve a resource-intensive cryptographic puzzle. Consequently, such 
an algorithm is extremely energy efficient compared to their PoW 
counterpart. Therefore, a crypto-currency leveraging any PoS algo-
rithm is likely to be more sustainable in the long run.  

● Mitigation of Centralisation: A PoS algorithm is less impacted by 
the economies of scale phenomenon. Since it does not require to 
build up a mining rig to solve any resource-intensive cryptographic 
puzzle, there is no way to maximise gains by increasing any output. 
Therefore, it is less susceptible to the centralisation problem created 
by the mining pool.  

● Explicit Economic Security: A carefully designed penalty scheme in 
a PoS algorithm can deter any misbehaving attack, including spawn- 
camping. Anyone engaging in such attacks will lose their stake and 
might be banned from any block creation process in the future, 
depending on the protocol. This eventually can strengthen the se-
curity of the system. 

Bootstrapping: One of the major barriers in a PoS algorithm is how 
to generate the initial coins (crypto-currencies) and fairly distribute 
them among the stakeholders so that they can be used as stakes. We term 
this barrier as the bootstrapping problem. There are two approaches to 
address the bootstrapping problem:  

● Pre-mining: A set of coins is pre-mined, sold before the launch of the 
system in an IPO (Initial Public Offering), or ICO (Initial Coin 
Offering). 

Table 3 
Structural properties of PoW consensus algorithms.  

Node type Single committee  

Type Formation Configuration Mechanism 

Clients & Miners Open Implicit Dynamic Lottery, Randomised  
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● PoW-PoS transition: The system starts with a PoW system to fairly 
distribute the coins among the stakeholders. Then, it slowly transi-
tions towards a PoS system. 

Reward process: Another important aspect is the rewarding process 
to incentivise the stakeholder to take part in the minting process. Unlike 
any PoW, where a miner is rewarded with new coins for creating a valid 
block, there is no reward for creating a valid block. Instead, to incenti-
vise a minter, two types of reward mechanisms are available within a 
PoS algorithm:  

● Transaction Fee: The minter can collect fees from the transactions 
included within the minted block.  

● Interest rate: A lower interest rate is configured, which allows the 
currency to inflate over time. This interest is paid to the minter as a 
reward for creating a valid block. 

Selection process: A crucial factor in any PoS algorithm is how to 
select the stakeholder who can mint the next block. In a PoW algorithm, 
a miner is selected based on who can find the resource-intensive desired 
hash. Since PoS does not rely on hind such a hash as the mechanism to 
find the next block, there must be a mechanism to select the next 
stakeholder. 

PoS Types: Currently, there are three different approaches to Proof 
of Stake: Chained, BFT and Delegated. Next, we explore these 
approaches. 

5.2. Chained PoS 

The general idea of a chained PoS is to deploy a combination of PoW 
and PoS algorithms chained together to achieve any consensus. Because 
of this, there can be two types of blocks, PoW and PoS blocks, within the 
same blockchain system. To accomplish this, the corresponding algo-
rithm relies on different approaches to select/assign a particular miner 
for creating a PoW block or select a set of validators for creating a PoS 
block in different epochs or after a certain number of blocks created. In 
general, a chain based PoS can employ any of the following three 
different approaches to select a miner/stakeholder:  

● Randomised PoW Mining: A miner who can solve the corresponding 
cryptographic PoW puzzle is selected randomly. 

● Randomised Stakeholder Selection: A randomised PoS utilises a prob-
abilistic formula that takes into account the staked currencies and 
other parameters to select the next stakeholder. The other parame-
ters ensure that a stakeholder is not selected based only on the 
number of their staked coins and acts as a pseudo-random seed for 
the probabilistic formula.  

● Coin-age based selection. A coin-age is defined as the holding period of 
a coin by its owner. For example, if an owner receives a coin from a 

sender and holds it for five days then the coin-age of the coin can be 
defined as five coin-days. Formally, 

coin − age = coin*holdingperiod   

A stakeholder can be selected using the staked coins of the stakeholders 
and their corresponding coin-age. 

Next, we present two examples of a chained PoS algorithm to illus-
trate how this approach works in practice. 

1) PEERCOIN (PPCOIN). Peercoin is the first crypto-currency (block-
chain system) to formalise the notion of PoS by utilising a hybrid PoW- 
PoS protocol (King and Nadal, 2012) which utilises coin-age for a PoS 
algorithm while minimising the disadvantages associated with a PoW 
algorithm. 

Peercoin protocol recognises two different kinds of blocks: PoW 
blocks and PoS blocks, within the same blockchain. These blocks are 
created by two separate entities: miners and minters. Miners are 
responsible for creating PoW blocks, similar to Bitcoin, whereas minters 
are responsible for creating PoS blocks. Irrespective of the last block 
type, the next block either can be a PoW block or a PoS block (Peercoin 
discussion forum, 2014). Miners compete with other miners to find a 
valid PoW block that matches the PoW difficulty target and minters 
compete among themselves to find a valid PoS block that matches the 
PoS difficulty target (similar to a PoW algorithm but requires much less 
computation). As soon as any PoW or PoS block is found, it is broadcast 
to the network, and other nodes validate it. 

Within a PoS block, a minter utilises their holding coins as a stake, 
and the minter is rewarded proportionally to the coin-age of the staked 
coins. Once a PoS block is added to the chain, the coin-age of the staked 
coins is reset to zero. This indicates that all the stacked coins are 
consumed and cannot be used over and over again to create a PoS block 
within a short period of time. The block reward for a PoW block in 
Peercoin decreases and will cease to be significant after a certain period 
of time. It is currently used for the coin generation and distribution 
purpose and will be completely phased out in the future (Peercoin dis-
cussion forum, 2014).Peercoin is highly regarded for formalising the 
first alternative mechanism to PoW, however, it suffers from all the 
attack vectors of PoS, as presented in Section 5.5. 

2) CASPER FFG. Casper the Friendly Finality Gadget (CFFG), also 
known as Ethereum 2.0, is a PoW-PoS hybrid consensus algorithm 
proposed to replace the Ethereum’s PoW consensus algorithm (Buterin 
and Griffith, 2019). In fact, CFFG provides an intermediate PoS overlay 
on top of its current PoW algorithm so that Ethereum can be transformed 
to a pure PoS protocol called Casper the Friendly Ghost (CTFG) 
described below (Section 5.3). 

The PoS layer requires the participation of validators. Any node can 
become a validator by depositing some Ethereum’s native crypto- 
currency called Ether to a designated smart-contract, which acts as a 
security bond. The network itself will mostly consist of PoW miners who 
will mine blocks according to its current PoW algorithm. However, the 
finalisation/check-pointing of blocks will be carried out by PoS vali-
dators. The check-pointing/finalisation is the process to ensure that the 
chain becomes irreversible up to a certain block and thus, short and low 
range attacks (particular types of PoS only attacks presented in Section 
5.5) as well as the 51% attack cannot be launched beyond the check- 
pointing block. 

The check-pointing occurs every 50 blocks, and this interval of 50 

Table 4 
Security properties of PoW consensus algorithms.  

Authn Non repud. Censorship resistance Attack Vectors 

Adversary tolerance Sybil Double spend DoS Spawn camp. Eclipse Self. mining 

○ ⦿ High 2f + 1 ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ○ ○  

Table 5 
Performance properties of PoW consensus algorithms.  

Fault 
tolerance 

Throughput Scalability Latency Energy 
consumption 

2f + 1 Low Low Medium- 
High 

High  
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blocks is called an epoch (Consensus Compare, 2017). The finalisation 
process requires two rounds of voting in two successive epochs. The 
process is as follows. In an epoch, the validators vote on a certain 
checkpoint c (a block). A super-majority (denoted as + 2/3) occurs when 
more than 2/3 of the validators vote for the checkpoint c. In such a case, 
the checkpoint is regarded as justified. If in the next epoch, (+2/3) of the 
validators vote on the next checkpoint c′ (a block which is a child of the 
block belonging to c), c′ is considered justified whereas c is considered 
finalised. A checkpoint created in this manner for each epoch is assumed 
to create a checkpoint tree where c′ is a direct child of c. The process can 
be summarised in the following way: + 2/3 Vote c → Justify c → + 2/3 
Vote c′ → Finalise c and Justify c′

Once a checkpoint is finalised, the validators are paid proportionally 
to the number of ethers deposited. If a fork occurs, indicating that a 
validator has deviated from the protocol, the validator is penalised by 
destroying the validator’s deposit. CGGF ensures that the block final-
isation occurs quickly, however, how it performs in reality is yet to be 
seen as it has not been implemented yet. The protocol is mostly secure 
against all PoS attacks except the cartel formation attack (a particular 
type of PoS only attack presented in Section 5.5). 

5.3. BFT PoS 

BFT PoS is a multi-round PoS algorithm. In the first step, a set of 
validators are pseudo-randomly selected to propose a block. However, 
the consensus regarding committing this block to the chain depends on 
the +2/3 quorum of the super-majority among the validators on several 
rounds. It inherits any BFT consensus properties, and it tolerates up to 1/ 
3 of byzantine behaviour among the nodes. Next, we describe four 
notable BFT PoS algorithms: Tendermint, CTFG, Ouroboros, Harmony 
and Algorand. 

1) TENDERMINT. Tendermint is the first to showcase how a BFT 
consensus can be achieved within the PoS setting of blockchain systems 
(Tendermint introduction, 2019; Kwon, 2014; Tendermint wiki, 2019). 
It consists of two major components: a consensus engine known as 
Tendermint Core and its underlying application interface, called the 
Application BlockChain Interface (ABCI). The Tendermint core is 
responsible for deploying the consensus algorithm, whereas the ABCI is 
utilised to deploy any blockchain application using any programming 
language. 

Tendermint is a round-based algorithm that relies on a set of vali-
dators. The consensus algorithm consists of three steps (propose, pre- 
vote, and pre-commit) in each round bound by a timer equally divided 
among the three steps. These steps signify the transition of states in each 
validator. Fig. 7 illustrates the state transition diagram for each vali-
dator. At the beginning of each round, an entity called a proposer is 
chosen from the validator set to propose a new block at the latest height. 
The proposer is selected using a deterministic round-robin algorithm by 
utilising the voting power of the validators. The voting power, on the 
other hand, is proportional to the security deposit of the validators. The 

proposed block needs to go through a two-stage voting mechanism 
before it is committed to the blockchain. 

When a validator receives the proposed block, it validates the block 
at first, and if okay, it pre-votes for the proposed block. If the block is not 
received within the propose timer or the block is invalid, the validator 
submits a special vote called Prevote nil. Then, the validator waits for the 
pre-vote interval to receive pre-votes from the super-majority (denoted 
as + 2/3) of the validators. A + 2/3 pre-votes signifies that the super- 
majority validators have voted for the proposed block, implying their 
confidence on the proposed block and is denoted as a Polka in Tender-
mint terminology. At this stage, the validator pre-commits the block. If 
the validator does not receive enough pre-votes for the proposed block, 
it submits another special vote called Precommit nil. Then, the validator 
waits for the pre-commit time-period to receive +2/3 pre-commits from 
the super-majority of the validators. Once received, it commits the block 
to the blockchain. Otherwise, the next round is initiated where a new 
proposer is selected, and the steps are repeated. 

To ensure the safety guarantee of the algorithm, Tendermint is also 
coupled with locking rules. Once a validator pre-commits a block after a 
polka is achieved, it must lock itself onto that block. Then, it must obey 
the following two rules:  

● it must pre-vote for the same block in the next round for the same 
blockchain height,  

● the unlocking is possible only when a newer block receives a polka in 
a later round for the same blockchain height. 

With these rules, Tendermint guarantees that the consensus is secure 
when less than one-third of validators exhibit byzantine behaviour, 
meaning conflicting blocks will never be committed at the same block-
chain height. Hence, no fork will occur. Since Tendermint favours safety 
over availability, it has one particular weakness. It requires 100% up-
time of its +2/3 (super-majority) validators. If more than one-third (+1/ 
3) are validators are offline or partitioned, the system will stop func-
tioning (Tendermint introduction, 2019). In such cases, out-of-protocol 
steps are required to tackle this situation. Tendermint is mostly a 
consensus plugin which can be retro-fit to other blockchain systems. 
Consequently, there is no reward/punitive mechanism. However, a 
consensus mechanism can be easily introduced in the application layer 
via the ABCI. Together with carefully designed reward and punishment 
mechanisms, all PoS attacks can be effectively handled. 

2) CASPER THE FRIENDLY GHOST (CTFG). CTFG is a pure BFT PoS algo-
rithm that aims to transform Ethereum to a PoS-only blockchain system 
(Zamfir, 2019). As described above, CFFG is geared towards a gentle 
transition from a PoW to a PoS model for Ethereum, where CTFG will 
take control of the consensus mechanism. 

CTFG is based upon a rigorous formal model called Correction by 
Construction (CBC) that utilises the GHOST (Greedy Heaviest-Observed 
Subtree) primitive as its consensus rule during fork (Sompolinsky and 
Zohar, 2015). The idea is that the CTFG protocol will be partially 
specified at the initial stage along with a set of desired properties. Then, 
the rest of the protocol is dynamically derived to satisfy the desired 
properties - hence the name correction by construction. This is in 
contrast to the traditional approach for designing a protocol where a 
protocol is fully defined at first, and then it is tested to check if it satisfies 
the desired properties (Choi, 2017). 

To achieve this, CTFG introduces a safety oracle, acting as an ideal 
adversary, which raises exceptions when a fault occurs and also ap-
proximates the probability of any future failure. Based on this, the oracle 
can dynamically fine-tune the protocol as required to evolve it towards 
its completion. 

Like CFFG, CTFG also requires a set of bonded validators that will 
bond ethers as a security deposit in a smart contract. However, unlike 
any other PoS mechanisms, the validators will bet on the block, which 
has the highest probability to be included in the main chain according to 
their own perspective. If that particular block is included in the main Fig. 7. Tendermint consensus steps.  
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chain, the validators receive rewards for voting in favour of the block. 
Otherwise, the validators receive certain penalties. 

Like any PoW algorithm, CTFG favours availability over consistency. 
This means that blocks are not finalised instantly, like Tendermint. 
Instead, as the chain grows and more blocks are added, a previous block 
is considered implicitly final. A major advantage of CTFG over Ten-
dermint is that it can accommodate dynamic validators. This is because 
the finality condition in Tendermint requires that its block interval is 
short, which in turn demands a relatively small number of pre- 
determined validators. Since CTFG does not rely on any instant final-
ity, it can theoretically accommodate a higher number of dynamic 
validators. 

CTFG is currently the most comprehensive proposal which addresses 
all PoS attack vectors. However, it is to be noted that this is just a pro-
posal at the current stage. Therefore, its performance in real settings is 
yet to be analysed. 

3) OUROBOROS. Ouroboros is a provably secure PoS algorithm (Kiayias 
et al., 2017; OUROBOROS PROOF OF STAKE ALGORITHM, 2019) uti-
lised in the Cardano platform (Cardano Platform, 2019). Cardano is 
regarded as a third-generation blockchain system supporting 
smart-contracts without relying on any PoW consensus algorithm. 

In Ouroboros, only a stakeholder can participate in the block minting 
process. A stakeholder is any node that holds the underlying crypto- 
currency of the Cardano platform called Ada. Ouroboros is based on 
the concept of epoch, a predefined time period. Each epoch consists of 
several slots. A stakeholder is elected for each slot to create a single 
block. The selected stakeholder is called a slot leader and is elected by a 
set of electors. An elector is a specific type of stakeholders which has a 
certain amount of Ada in its disposal. 

In each epoch, the electors select the set of stakeholders for the next 
epoch using an algorithm called Follow the Satoshi (FTS). The FTS al-
gorithm relies on a random seed to introduce a certain amount of 
randomness in the election process. A share of the random seed is 
individually generated by all electors who participate in a multiparty 
computation protocol. Once the protocol is executed, all electors posses 
the random seed, constructed with all of their shares. The FTS algorithm 
utilises the random seed to select a coin for a particular slot. The owner 
of the coin is then elected as the slot leader. Intuitively, the more coins a 
stakeholder possesses, the higher is its probability of being selected as 
the slot leader. 

Ouroboros is expected to provide a transaction fee based reward to 
incentivise stakeholders to participate in the minting process. However, 
the details are in the process of being finalised. It has been mathemat-
ically proven to be secure against almost all PoS attack vectors except 
the cartel formation (Kiayias et al., 2017). Nevertheless, how it will 
perform once deployed is yet to be seen. 

4) HARMONY. Harmony is a new breed of sharded blockchain which 
utilises a BFT PoS called FBFT (Fast BFT) (Harmony Blockchain, 2021; 
Harmony Team, 2021). Sharding (Wang et al., 2019b) is a phenomenon 
well-known in the database domain in which data within a database are 
horizontally partitioned into different segments, or shards, in order to 
provide fault tolerance and improve performance (Bagui and Nguyen, 
2015). A similar concept is being investigated in blockchain domain 
where a blockchain is partitioned in different shards (Yu et al., 2020b). 
The main motivation is that sharding a blockchain in this way will 
facilitate scalability and storage optimisation in blockchain systems (Yu 
et al., 2020b; Wang et al., 2019b). 

In Harmony, nodes, which act as validators, are assigned to different 
shards using a random function which provides provable security as 
there is no way for a malicious node to influence which shard they will 
belong to. Harmony utilises the notion of an epoch, a pre-determined 
time interval during which the set of validators remains fixed for a 
shard. Within a shard, a leader is selected at each consensus round for 
proposing block and other validators validates the proposal. The selec-
tion of leaders is dependant on the number of stakes of each validator. 
That is, a validator with larger stakes has a higher probability of being 

selected as a leader. 
The consensus mechanism for a single round in Harmony has three 

stages: announce, prepare and commit. In the announce phase, the 
leader constructs a new block and then broadcast its header and contents 
to all validators. Each validator validates the header and creates a BLS 
(Boneh–Lynn–Shacham) signature (Boneh et al., 2001), which is a 
multi-signature scheme, using the header data and returns it back to the 
leader, thereby concluding the announce phase. In the prepare phase, 
the leader waits for valid signatures from 2f + 1 validators (including the 
leader) and creates an aggregated BLS mulit-signature. The leader then 
broadcasts this multi-signature along with a list of signing validators, 
thereby concluding the prepare step. 

Finally, in the commit phase, each validator validates the BLS mulit- 
signature from 2f + 1 validators, verifies the transactions of the pro-
posed block and creates another BLS signature and sends it back to the 
leader. The leader waits for valid signatures from 2f + 1 validators 
(including the leader and can be a different setp of validators from the 
prepare phase) and creates another aggregated BLS mulit-signature. All 
these multi-signatures and the list of signers are then combined wihin 
the proposed block which is then committed to the validators. Each 
validator then checks the committed block and adds it to the blockchain. 

Harmony consensus algorithm has been designed in such a way that 
it offers better performance than PBFT algorithm with respect to 
communication complexity. The sharding mechanism ensures scalabil-
ity and storage optimisation. Furthermore, the algorithm tackles a 
number of attacks as explored in Section 5.6. 

5) ALGORAND. Algorand uses a pure proof-of-stake (PPoS) consensus 
protocol built on an extension of Byzantine agreement, denoted BA* 
(Ateniese et al., 2017b). This means the system can resist malicious users 
as long as a super majority of the stake is in non-malicious hands. The 
users’ influence on the choice of a new block is proportional to their 
stake in the system (number of algos). Users are randomly and secretly 
selected to both propose blocks and vote on block proposals. All online 
users have the chance to be selected to propose and to vote. The likeli-
hood that a user will be chosen is directly proportional to their stake. 

In this consensus, accounts propose new blocks to the network and 
then the committee votes on proposals and filters down to one, it is 
called soft vote. Then, a different committee votes to certify the block. 
Each node receives a certificate for the block and writes it to the ledger. 
A new round is initiated and the process starts over with new block 
proposers and voters. 

This protocol can tolerate an arbitrary number of malicious users as 
long as honest users hold a super majority of the total stake in the sys-
tem. It uses two protection mechanisms to safe-guard the protocols from 
adversaries. 

Firstly, the adversary is unaware of the node which will certify the 
block as the node is selected secretly and individually. Secondly, when 
the adversary knows the chosen node, it is too late to influence the 
outcome. Because in that time, the selected node has already performed 
its responsibility. For the next round, a new set of nodes (users) will be 
selected again privately and individually. 

In terms of the security of the consensus, it requires 3f + 1 honest 
users. It will ensure “sufficiently honest” committee for Byzantine 
Agreements (BA). To prevent an adversary from targeting committee 
members, BA selects committee members in a private and non- 
interactive way. This means that every user in the system can inde-
pendently determine if they are chosen to be on the committee, by 
computing a variable random function (VRF) of their private key and 
public information from the blockchain. To achieve liveness, Algorand 
makes a “strong synchrony” assumption that most honest users (e.g., 
95%) can send messages that will be received by most other honest users 
(e.g.,95%) within a known time bound. This assumption allows the 
adversary to control the network of a few honest users, but does not 
allow the adversary to manipulate the network at a large scale, and does 
not allow network partitions. 
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5.4. DPoS 

Delegated Proof of Stake (or DPoS in short) is a form of consensus 
algorithm in which reputation scores or other mechanisms are used to 
select the set of validators (Buntinx, 2017b). Even though it has the 
name Proof of Stake associated with it, it is quite different from other 
PoS algorithms in terms of how validators are selected within a system 
and the number of validators deployed. 

In DPoS, users of the network vote to select a group of delegates (or 
witnesses) who are responsible for creating blocks. Users utilise repu-
tations scores or other mechanisms to choose their delegates. Delegates 
are the only entities who can propose new blocks. For each round, a 
leader is selected from the set of delegates who can propose a block. How 
such a leader is chosen depends on the respective system. The leader gets 
rewards for creating a new block and is penalised and de-listed from the 
set of validators if it is found to misbehave. 

The delegates themselves compete with each other to get included in 
the validator list. In such, each validator might offer different levels of 
incentives for the voters who vote for it. For example, if a delegate is 
selected to propose a block, it might distribute a certain fraction of its 
reward among the users who have voted for it. Since the number of 
validators is small, the consensus finality can be fast. 

There are several mechanisms deployed by different blockchain 
systems which deploy DPoS. Next, we present a few prominent ap-
proaches of some well-known DPoS based blockchain systems. 

1) EOS. EOS is the first and the most widely known DPoS blockchain 
and smart-contract platform (EOS Platform, 2019; EOS Whitepaper, 
2019). With the promise of greater scalability and higher trans-
actions per second than Ethereum, EOS raised 4 billion USD in the 
highest ever ICO event to date (Kim, 2018). Initially, EOS 
crypto-currency was created on the Ethereum platform, and then 
migrated to its own blockchain network. Blocks in EOS are produced 
in rounds where each round consists of 21 blocks (Rosic, 2019). At 
the beginning of each round, 21 validators, also known as Block 
Producers (BPs), are selected with votes from EOS token (currency) 
holders. The number of times a particular BP is selected to produce a 
block is proportional to the total votes received from the token 
holders. Next, each of selected BPs gets a chance to create a block in a 
pseduo-random fashion within that particular round. Once a BP 
produces a block, other BPs must validate the block. A block is 
confirmed only when (+2/3) majority of the BPs reach the consensus 
regarding the validity of the block. Then, the block and the associ-
ated transactions are regarded as confirmed or final, so no fork can 
happen. Currently, an EOS block is created in 0.5s. 
2) TRON. Tron is another popular DPoS based smart-contract sup-
ported blockchain platform, very similar to Ethereum and EOS in 
functionality. (Tron Platform, 2019). Its consensus mechanism uti-
lises 27 validators, known as Super Representatives (SRs) (Tron 
Whitepaper, 2019). The SRs are selected in every 6 h with votes by 
TRX holders who must freeze a certain amount of TRX to vote for an 
SR. The deposits amount is returned after three days once the voting 
is cast (TRON’s Consensus, 2018). A block in Tron is created in every 
3s and the corresponding SR receives a reward of 32 TRX. Another 
important feature of Tron is that there is no in-built inflation 
mechanism in the protocol, which implies that the total supply will 
remain constant throughout its lifespan. 
3) TEZOS. Tezos is, like EOS and Tron, a smart-contract platform 
which utilises a variant of DPoS consensus algorithm (Tezos Plat-
form, 2019). With a block reward of 16 XTZ (Tezos crypto-currency) 
and block creation time of 60s, Tezos does not require any 
pre-defined number of stakeholders (or Bakers as defined in Tezos) 
(Goodman, 2014). This differentiates Tezos from other DPoS plat-
forms. Instead, the consensus mechanism utilises a dynamic range of 
stakeholders where anyone holding a substantial amount of XTZ can 
be a stakeholder. This limits general users to participate in the 

consensus mechanism. To rectify this problem, Tezos provides a 
mechanism by which anyone can delegate their XTZ to someone so 
that it can accumulate the required number of XTZ to be a baker. In 
return, the baker would return a certain proportion of their received 
block reward to the delegating party. Tezos started with an initial 
supply of 765 Million XTZ tokens. It relies on an annual inflation of 
5.51% and the inflated currencies are used to reward the bakers. 
4) LISK. Lisk is a unique DPoS blockchain platform which can 
accommodate and operate with multiple blockchains, known as 
sidechains along with a central blockchain called mainchain (Lisk 
Platform, 2019). Each sidechain can be deployed and maintained by 
a particular application provider, which needs to be synced with the 
mainchain as per the Lisk’s protocol rule. In this way, different ap-
plications can leverage different sidechains simultaneously without 
burdening off the mainchain. Even though the responsibility of 
maintaining a sidechain relies on the particular application provider, 
the mainchain must be maintained with the Lisk DPoS consensus 
protocol, which utilises 101 delegates (Lisk Whitepaper, 2019) 
which can only produce a block. These delegates are selected using 
votes from Lisk currency (denoted with LSK) owners, where each 
holder has 101 votes. The weight of each vote is proportional to the 
amount of LSK owned by the respective owner. The selection of 
delegates happens before a round, where each round consists of 101 
block generation cycle. Thus, in a round, each delegate is randomly 
selected to create a block. It has a block creation time of 10 s and 
block reward of 5 LSK. Started with an initial supply of 100 million 
LSK, Lisk has an annual inflation of 5.65%. 
5) ARK. Ark is yet another DPoS based blockchain platform (Ark 
Platform, 2019). It utilises 51 delegates to create 51 blocks in each 
round (Ark Whitepaper, 2019). With a block creation time of 8s, each 
round lasts for 408s. Each delegate receives 2 ARK (the native cur-
rency of the ARK platform) for creating a block. It had an initial 
supply of 125 million. With an annual inflation of 5.55%, the supply 
was around 150 million (as of June 2020). Like other DPoS block-
chains, the delegates in Ark are also selected with votes by Ark 
currency owner, where the weight of each is proportional to the 
amount of ARK owned by the voter. 

5.5. Limitations of PoS 

Even though the variants of different PoS algorithms offer several 
significant advantages, there are still a few disadvantages in these 
classes of algorithms. We explore these disadvantages below.  

● Collusion: If the number of validators is not large enough, it might 
be easier to launch a 51% attack on the corresponding consensus 
algorithm by colluding with other validators. 

● Wealth effect: The sole reliance on coin-wealth in a consensus al-
gorithm or for the selection of validators creates an environment 
where people with a large portion of coins can exert greater 
influences. 

In addition to these disadvantages, there have been a few other 
attack vectors identified for the PoS algorithms:  

● Nothing-at-stake (NAS) attack (Proof of Stake versus Proof of 
Work, 2015): During a blockchain fork, an attacker might attempt to 
add its newly created block in all forked branches to increase their 
probability to add their block as the valid block. Such scenario is 
unlikely to occur in any PoW algorithm. This is because a miner 
would need to share their resources in order to mine at different 
branches. This would eventually decrease their chance of finding a 
new block because of the resources shared in multiple branches. 
Since it does not cost anything significant for a minter in a PoS al-
gorithm to add blocks in multiple parallel branches, the attacker is 
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motivated to do so. Applying a penalty for such misbehaviour could 
effectively tackle this problem.  

● Bribing (short-range, SR) attack (Proof of Stake versus Proof of 
Work, 2015; Bentov et al., 2016): In this attack, an attacker tries to 
double spend by creating a fork. An example of this attack would be 
as follows. The attacker pays to a seller to buy a good. The seller 
waits for a certain number of blocks (e.g., six blocks) before the good 
is delivered to the attacker. Once delivered, the attacker forks the 
main chain at the block (e.g., six blocks back, which is relatively 
short and hence the name) in which the payment was made. Then, 
the attacker bribes other minters to mint on top of the forked branch. 
As long as the bribed amount is lower than the price of the delivered 
good, it is always profitable for the attacker. The colluding minter 
has nothing to lose if it is coupled with the nothing-at-stake attack on 
their part but can gain from the bribery. Again, it can be tackled by 
introducing a penalty mechanism for all misbehaving parties.  

● Long-range (LR) attack (Proof of Stake versus Proof of Work, 2015): 
In this attack, an attacker attempts to build an alternative blockchain 
starting from the earliest blocks after colluding with the majority of 
the stakeholders. The motivation might be similar to double 
spending or related issues that provide advantages to the attacker 
and the colluded stakeholders. As explained above, the colluded 
stakeholder has nothing to lose if it can be coupled with the 
nothing-at-stake attacks. Check-pointing is one of the methods by 
which it can be tackled. The check-pointing codifies a certain length 
of the blockchain to make it non-forkable up to that point, and 
thereby undermining the attack.  

● Coin-age accumulation (CAC) attack (Proof of Stake versus Proof 
of Work, 2015; Bentov et al., 2016): The PoS algorithms that rely on 
the uncapped coin-age parameter are susceptible to this attack. In 
this attack, the attacker waits for their coins to accumulate enough 
coin-age to exploit the algorithm for launching double spends by 
initiating a fork. This attack can be tackled by introducing a cap on 
the coin-age which minimises the attack vector.  

● Pre-computing (PreCom) attack (Proof of Stake versus Proof of 
Work, 2015; Proof of Stake FAQ, 2019): A pre-computing attack, also 
known as Stake-grinding attack, would allow an attacker to increase 
the probability of generating subsequent blocks based on the infor-
mation of the current block. If there is not enough randomness in the 
PoS algorithm, the attacker can attempt to pre-compute subsequent 
blocks by fine-tuning the current block’s information. For a partic-
ular set of information (e.g., a set of transactions), if the attacker 
finds that the probability of minting a few subsequent blocks is less 
than desired, the attacker can update the set of transactions to in-
crease their probability of determining the next few blocks. It can be 
effectively tackled by introducing a secure source of randomness in 
the algorithm.  

● Cartel formation (CAF) attack (Consensus Compare, 2017): In 
economic theory, an oligopoly market is dominated by a small set of 
entities having a greater influence or wealth than other entity. They 
can collude with one another by forming a cartel to control price or 
reduce competition. It has been argued that “Blockchain architecture 
is mechanism design for oligopolistic markets.” (Zamfir, 2016) which 
affects both PoW and PoS algorithms. Such a cartel can launch 51% 
attacks on the PoS algorithm or exploit the stakes to monopolise the 
PoS algorithm. 

5.6. Analysis 

In this section, we summarise the properties of different PoS algo-
rithms utilising the taxonomies and PoS attack vectors in Tables 6–9. We 
have used the symbol “⦿” to denote a certain property is satisfied by the 
respective protocol, whereas the symbol “○” denotes that the protocol 
does not fulfil the respective property. We use the symbol “⊠” to indi-
cate that a certain property is not applicable for the respective protocol 
while “?” indicates that no information has been found for that 

particular feature. For other properties, explanatory texts have been 
used as well. 

From Table 6, chained algorithms as well as FBFT and BA* are based 
on a multiple committee utilising a flat topology with a dynamic 
configuration. Among them, chained algorithms use a probabilistic 
lottery to select a minter whereas FBFT and BA* use voting mechanisms. 
Conversely, other PoS algorithms, except Tendermint, are based on a 
single committee having an open type and explicit formation with a 
dynamic configuration and mostly rely on voting mechanisms. Tender-
mint uses a closed committee with a static configuration. 

As per Table 7, no algorithm, except Tendermint, requires any node 
to be authenticated to participate in the algorithm. All of them have 
strong support for non-repudiation in the form of a digital signature as 
part of every single transaction. These algorithms have a high level of 
censorship resistance, as do all PoW algorithms. As for the attack vector, 
each PoS algorithm requires every minter node to invest substantially to 
participate in this algorithm. This feature, thus, acts as a deterrent 
against any Sybil or DoS (as well as a spawn-camping) attack in any PoS 
algorithm. The adversary tolerance for chained systems can be calcu-
lated using this formula: min(2f + 1, 3f + 1) = 3f + 1. This is because a 
chained algorithm utilises both PoW and PoS algorithms and thus needs 
to consider the adversary tolerance for both of them. We consider the 
minimum of these two (3f + 1). The supported adversary tolerance for 
other algorithms is 3f + 1 except BFT Ouroboros whose adversary 
tolerance is 2f + 1. Furthermore, all PoS algorithms are resilient against 
any double spending attack. However, like any PoW algorithm, each PoS 
algorithm is susceptible to an eclipse attack. The Peer-coin’s chained 
algorithm is susceptible to the selfish mining attack as it utilises PoW, 
however, this attack is not applicable to other PoS algorithms. 

Table 8 outlines a comparison of additional attack vectors. CTFG, 
Tentermint, Ouroboros and Algorand have mitigation mechanisms 
against these attack vectors. However, Casper FFG, and any DPoS al-
gorithms cannot successfully defend against the cartel formation attack. 
Peercoin, on the other hand, has a mechanism against this cartel for-
mation attack; unfortunately, it suffers from all other attack vectors. 

According to Table 9, all BFT, FBFT, BA* and DPoS algorithms have 
considerably high throughput, low latency, and high scalability. Their 
energy consumption is negligible. However, the chained algorithms 
have a comparatively lower throughput, lower scalability, and higher 
latency with respect to their BFT and DPoS counterparts. The fault 
tolerance of chained and BFT algorithms is 2f + 1 like any BFT algo-
rithm, implying they can achieve consensus as long as more than 50% of 
nodes function properly. However, DPoS algorithms require a 3f + 1 
fault tolerance. 

While analysing these tables, it is important to keep in mind the 
following points:  

● The higher the adversary and fault tolerance the better a consensus 
system is, assuming other factors are same. For example, in between 
2f + 1 and 3f + 1 for both of these tolerance factors, 2f + 1 is better as 
this implies that a particular system will continue to function until 
more than 50% of nodes behave maliciously (adversary tolerance) or 
become faulty (fault tolerance). Conversely, a 3f + 1 model implies 
that a particular system will continue to function until more than 
33% of nodes behave maliciously or become faulty.  

● When comparing DPoS with another class of algorithms having the 
same tolerance level (3f + 1), it is important to understand that the 
number of validators (f) in DPoS will be significantly lower than 
those used in other algorithms e.g. CFFG or CTFG. This has security 
implications as it might be easier to theoretically collude with the 
low number of validators used in DPoS algorithms in comparison to 
the hundreds of validators in CFFG or CTFG.  

● It might look that the analysed PoS consensus algorithms do not have 
that much of differences among each other when evaluated against 
different properties of the taxonomy. However, a careful 
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Table 6 
Comparing structural properties of PoS Consensus Algorithms.  

Consensus/System Node type Single committee Multiple committee  

Type Formation Configuration Topology Configuration Mechanism 

Chained (PeerCoin) Clients, Miners & Minters ⊠ ⊠ ⊠ Flat Dynamic Probabilistic lottery 
Chained (CFFG) Clients, Miners & Validators ⊠ ⊠ ⊠ Flat Dynamic Probabilistic lottery 
BFT (Tendermint) Clients & Validators Close Explicit Static ⊠ ⊠ Voting 
BFT (CTFG) Clients & Validators Open Explicit Dynamic ⊠ ⊠ ? 
BFT (Ouroboros) Clients, Electors & Stakeholders Open Explicit Dynamic ⊠ ⊠ Voting 
FBFT (Harmony) Clients & Validators ⊠ ⊠ ⊠ Flat Dynamic Voting 
BA* (Algorand) Clients & Electors ⊠ ⊠ ⊠ Flat Dynamic Voting 
DPoS Clients & Validators Open Explicit Dynamic ⊠ ⊠ Voting  

Table 7 
Comparing security properties of PoS Consensus Algorithms.  

Consensus/ 
System 

Authn Non 
repud. 

Censorship 
resistance 

Adversary 
tolerance 

Attack Vectors 

Sybil Double 
spend 

DoS Spawn 
camp. 

Eclipse Selfish 
mining 

Chained 
(PeerCoin) 

○ ⦿ High 3f + 1 ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ○ ○ 

Chained (CFFG) ○ ⦿ High 3f + 1 ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ○ ⊠ 
BFT 

(Tendermint) 
(In closed type), ○ (In 

open type) 
⦿ High 3f + 1 ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ○ ⊠ 

BFT (CTFG) ○ ⦿ High 3f + 1 ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ○ ⊠ 
BFT (Ouroboros) ○ ⦿ High 2f + 1 ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ○ ⊠ 
FBFT (Harmony) ○ ⦿ High 3f + 1 ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ○ ⊠ 
BA* (Algorand) ○ ⦿ High 3f + 1 ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ○ ⊠ 
DPoS ○ ⦿ High 3f + 1 ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ○ ⊠  

Table 8 
Comparison of additional attack vectors protection among PoS Consensus Algorithms.  

Consensus\System Nothing-at-Stake Bribing Long-range Coin-age Pre-computing Cartel formation 

Chained (PeerCoin) ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ⦿ 
Chained (CFFG) ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ○ 

BFT (Tendermint) ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ 
BFT (CTFG) ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ 
BFT (Ouroboros) ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ 
FBFT (Harmony) ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⊠ 
BA* (Algorand) ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ 
DPoS ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ○  

Table 9 
Comparing performance properties of PoS Consensus Algorithms.  

Consensus\System Fault tolerance Throughput Scalability Latency Energy consumption 

Chained (PeerCoin, CFFG) 2f + 1 Medium Medium Medium Medium 
BFT (Tendermint, CTFG, Ouroboros) 2f + 1 High High Low Low 
FBFT (Harmony) 2f + 1 High High Low Low 
BA* (Algorand) 3f + 1 High High Low Low 
DPoS 3f + 1 High High Low Low  

Table 10 
Comparison of BFT currencies.  

Currency Genesis date (dd.mm.yyyy) Total supply Inflation Block reward Block Time 

Cardano (Cardano Platform, 2019) 27.09.2017 45 billion 7% Dynamically calculated during each epoch 20s 
Harmony (Harmony Blockchain, 2021) 02.06.2019 12.6 billion 6% Dynamically calculated 2s 
Algorand (Ateniese et al., 2017b) 11.06.2019 10 billion 3.7% Dynamically calculated during each epoch 5s  
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investigation would reveal that, in between any PoS algorithms, 
there are differences at least in one property among the consensus 
algorithms. 

Finally, comparisons of the reviewed BFT and DPoS crypto- 
currencies are presented in Tables 10 and 11 respectively. In addition 
to the block properties, the DPoS table (Table 11) also a validator nos 
column which presents the number of validators for each DPoS system. 

6. Beyond PoW and PoS consensus algorithms 

Some consensus algorithms take a different approach in which they 
do not solely rely on any PoW or PoS mechanism. Instead, they use an 
approach in which a PoW/PoS mechanism is combined with another 
approach. We consider such algorithms as hybrid algorithms that are 
presented in Section 6.1. Other approaches adopt a more drastic 
approach in which they do not leverage any type PoW/PoS algorithm 
whatsoever. Such algorithms are tagged as N-POS/POW (to symbolise 
Non-PoS/PoW) algorithms and discussed in Section 6.2. 

6.1. Hybrid consensus 

In this section, we outline several hybrid consensus algorithms. 
1) PROOF OF RESEARCH (POR). The Proof-of-research is a hybrid 

consensus algorithm leveraged by Gridcoin (Gridcoin, 2019; Gridcoin 
Whitepaper, 2019), a blockchain system that enables any to earn Grid-
coin crypto-currency by sharing their personal computing resources 
with the BOINC (Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing) 
project (BOINC, 2019). BOINC is a grid computing platform widely used 
by the scientific community to harness idle personal computing re-
sources for research in different domains. 

The PoR consensus merges the concept of PoS with the Proof-of- 
BOINC and is mostly dominated by the PoS mechanism with Proof-of- 
BOINC acting as a reward mechanism for the contributors, known as 
Researchers in Gridcoin terminology. The PoS mechanism is similar to 
the traditional PoS algorithm. A minter, known as Investor in Gridcoin 
terminology, needs to own a certain amount of Gridcoin and participate 
in the minting process. A researcher installs the BOINC software and 
registers a project with his email address from BOINC. Then, a unique 
cross project identifier (CPID) is assigned to download the work share. 
Once the computation is completed, the researcher returns the result 
with a credit recommendation for the completed workload. The 
recommendation is compared with that of another researcher, and the 
minimum credit is rewarded. This workload credit data is stored in each 
block’s header, which enables a contributor to prove his contribution to 
the BOINC project. Consequently, the researcher is rewarded with the 
corresponding amount of Gridcoin. 

2) SLIMCOIN’S PROOF-OF-BURN (POB). The Proof-of-Burn is a consensus 
algorithm proposed as an alternative to PoW (Proof of Burn, 2019). In 
PoW, miners need to invest in building a mining rig in order to partic-
ipate in the mining process. In PoB, miners need to burn their coins in 
order to participate in the mining process. Burning coins mean that 
sending coins to an address without any private key and thus never 
usable. Hence, it is analogous to the investment for building a mining 

rig. The amount of burning has a positive correlation with the possibility 
of being selected for mining the next block. This is similar to a PoW 
system, where the miners increasingly invest in modern equipment to 
maintain the hash power. 

Slimcoin is a crypto-currency which utilises the idea of PoB in 
combination with PoW and PoS (Slimcoin, 2019; Slimcoin Whitepaper, 
2019), thus creating a hybrid consensus mechanism. This idea is similar 
to the chained PoS algorithm of Peercoin as presented in Section 5.2 
with additional PoB mechanism sandwiched in between PoW and PoS 
algorithms. The PoW is used to generate the initial coin supply using the 
mechanism of Bitcoin. When the system has a sufficient supply of coins, 
it plans to switch to a hybrid of PoW and PoS mechanism similar to 
Peercoin where PoB will be used to select the miner. As this happens, the 
minters will need to burn their accumulated coins in order to be eligible 
to participate in the PoS minting process. Since the PoB algorithm is 
mostly used for minter selection, it has hardly any effect on the system’s 
security. Hence, its security and other properties are mostly similar to 
that of Peercoin. 

3) PROOF OF STAKE-VELOCITY (POSV). One of the major limitations of a 
coin-age based PoS is that there is no incentive for the minters to be 
online for the staking process, as the coin-age increases linearly over 
time even without participating in the staking process. The lack of 
participants may facilitate attacks at a certain time. 

To counteract this problem, a crypto-currency called Reddcoin pro-
posed a novel hybrid algorithm called Proof of Stake-Velocity (PoSV) 
(Reddcoin, 2019; Reddcoin Wiki, 2019). The central idea in PoSV is the 
idea of a mechanism called the velocity of stakes coupled with any 
traditional PoS algorithm. Conceptually, the velocity of stake mirrors 
the notion of the velocity of money, a terminology from Economics 
implying the frequency of money flow within the society (The Velocity 
of Money for Beginners, 2019). Indeed, the velocity of stakes evolves 
around the idea of increasing the flow of stakes during the PoS consensus 
mechanism (Reddcoin Whitepaper, 2019). This (the flow of stakes) can 
be achieved if the minters are encouraged to actively participate in the 
consensus mechanism by staking their crypto-currency, instead of 
holding their coins offline. This process in a way will also increase the 
overall security of the system and counteract the lack of participant issue 
in PoS. 

To facilitate this, PoSV introduces a non-linear coin-ageing function 
in which the coin-age of a particular coin is gained much faster in the 
first few days and weeks than the gain in later weeks. For example, it has 
been estimated that minters who stake their coins every two weeks or 
less, can earn up to 20% more than people who do not participate in the 
staking process (Reddcoin Whitepaper, 2019). Such incentives 
encourage the minters to increase the velocity of stakes in the whole 
network. 

6.2. N-POS/POW 

In this section, we present several prominent N-PoS/PoW 
approaches. 

1) PROOF-OF-COOPERATION (POC). The Proof-of-Cooperation is a 
consensus algorithm introduced by the FairCoin blockchain system 
(Faircoin Crypto-currency, 2019; Faircoin Whitepaper). This consensus 

Table 11 
Comparison of DPoS currencies.  

Currency Genesis date (dd.mm. 
yyyy) 

Initial 
supply 

Inflation Block reward Block 
Time 

Validator nos 

EOS (EOS Platform, 2019) 01.07.2017 1 billion 5% 1% of inflated currency divided among 21 
validators 

0.5s 21 

Tron (Tron Platform, 2019) 28.08.2017 99 billions ⊠ 32 TRX 3s 27 
Tezos (Tezos Platform, 

2019) 
30.06.2018 765 millions 5.51% 16 XTZ 60s Not pre- 

defined 
Lisk (Lisk Platform, 2019) 24.05.2016 100 millions 5.65% 5 LSK 10s 101 
Ark (Ark Platform, 2019) 21.03.2017 125 millions 5.55% 2 ARK 8s 51  
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algorithm relies on several special nodes known as Certified Validating 
Nodes (CVNs) which are responsible for creating blocks. Each CVN node 
is authenticated by its corresponding Faircoin identifier as well as 
trusted following a set of community-based rules and technical re-
quirements (Faircoin Whitepaper). The community rules state that a 
candidate node willing to be a CVN must participate in Faircoin com-
munity activities by performing some tasks. Examples of these tasks are 
running a local node or contributing to any technical or management 
issue related to Faircoin, which must be confirmed by at least two active 
members of the community. Besides, the candidate node must follow a 
set of technical requirements such as 24/7 network availability and 
special cryptographic hardware used for signature generation. 

Blocks in Faircoin are created by one of the CVNs in a round-robin 
fashion in every 3 min of the epoch. To create a new block, a CVN 
needs to be selected using a deterministic voting mechanism individu-
ally carried out by every single CVN in the network. The steps of this 
mechanism are:  

● Each CVN finds the CVN, which has created a block furthest in the 
chain by traversing backward through the chain and validates its 
technical requirements.  

● Then, each node creates a data set consisting of the hash of the last 
block, the ID of the selected CVN for the next block, and its CVN ID, 
which is then signed by the specified cryptographic hardware. The 
created dataset, along with the signature, is then propagated through 
the network.  

● The selected CVN receives this dataset along with its signature from 
multiple CVNs and verifies each signature. As soon as the selected 
CVN finds that more than 50% CVNs have selected it to be the next 
block creator, it can be certain that its turn is next at the end of the 
current epoch, i.e., 3 min.  

● The selected CVN adds all pending transactions into a new block, 
along with all the received signatures before it propagates the block 
in the network.  

● Upon receiving the block, other CVNs verify the block by checking 
the if the CVN who created the block is actually the one selected as 
the block creator and validate all signatures and transactions. If the 
verification is successful, the block is added to the blockchain, and 
the same mechanism continues. 

2) PROOF OF IMPORTANCE (POI). PoS exhibits an unfair advantage: the rich 
get richer by coin hoarding, and hence, everyone holds onto their coins 
instead of spending them. To solve this unfairness, NEM blockchain system 
has introduced “Proof of Importance (PoI)” (NEM Technical Reference, 
2018). It functions similarly to PoS: nodes need to ‘vest’ an amount of cur-
rency to be eligible for creating blocks and are selected for creating a block 
roughly in proportion to some score. In Proof-of-stake, this ‘score’ is one’s 
total vested amount, but in PoI, this score includes more variables. All the 
nodes that have more than 10000 XEM (the corresponding crypto-currency 
of NEM) are theoretically given equal positive importance and with 9B XEM 
coins there can be a maximum 900K such nodes. However, the actual 
number of nodes and their significance may vary with time and their amount 
of transaction in NEM. 

In NEM, an account’s importance depends only on the net transfers 
of XEMs from that account. To be considered for the importance esti-
mation at a certain block height, h, a node must have transferred at least 
100 XEMs during the last 30 days or 43, 200 blocks. The “importance 
score” addresses the hoarding criticism of PoS. This is because hoarding 
will result in a lower score while spreading XEM around will increase it. 
Being a merchant pays better than being a hoarder. 

6.3. Analysis 

In this section, we summarise the properties of different Hybrid and 
N-Pow/PoS algorithms utilising the taxonomies in Tables 12–15. Like 
before, “⊠” signifies that the corresponding property is not applicable 

for the respective consensus algorithm, “?” indicates that the informa-
tion the property has not been found, a “⦿” is used to indicate an al-
gorithm satisfies a particular property and “○” is used to imply the 
reverse (not satisfied). For other properties, explanatory texts have been 
used as well. 

Table 12 presents the comparison of structural properties for the 
corresponding consensus algorithms. Among them, PoR and PoB depend 
on a multiple committee formation with a flat topology and dynamic 
configuration. Conversely, PoSV and PoI use a single open committee 
with a dynamic configuration and probabilistic lottery as their under-
lying mechanism. PoC has an implicit, open, and dynamic single com-
mittee, which relies on a voting mechanism. 

All these algorithms have an adversary tolerance of 3f + 1 with the 
support of non-repudiation, Sybil protection, DoS resistance, and high 
censorship resistance as reported in Table 13. Entities in PoB, PoSV, and 
PoI do not require authentication, while PoC entities must be authenti-
cated, and researchers in PoR need to be authenticated. However, other 
entities in PoW can remain non-authenticated. All of them except PoC and 
PoI have 3f + 1 adversary tolerance because of their usage of PoS algo-
rithms. We have not found anything regarding the adversary tolerance for 
PoC and PoI. Furthermore, algorithms under this category are resilient 
against any double spending attack. However, like any PoW or PoS al-
gorithm, these algorithms are susceptible to an eclipse at-tack. Because of 
the utilisation of PoW, PoB is susceptible to the selfish mining attack, 
however, this attack is not applicable to other algorithms in this category. 

Table 14 presents the comparison of some additional attack vectors 
for the Hybrid algorithms. As evident from the table, since these algo-
rithms utilise PoS as one of their consensus algorithms, they suffer from 
the similar limitations of any PoS algorithm. For example, none of them 
has any guard against most of these additional attack vectors. The only 
exception is PoB which is because of its use of Peercoin like function-
ality, can resist the cartel formation attack. 

The comparison of the performance properties for these algorithms is 
presented in Table 15. All of them have 2f + 1 fault tolerance except PoC 
and PoI, as no information regarding their fault tolerance has been 
found. In terms of Scalability, Latency and Energy, every algorithm 
except PoB exhibits some similar characteristics: consume low energy, 
and have low latency, meaning they reach finality quickly. Because it 
relies on PoW, PoB has low scalability, low latency, and also consume 
medium energy. Finally, PoR, PoSV and PoI have high throughput, 
whereas PoC has a low throughput and PoB has a medium throughput. 

Finally, a comparison of the selected Hybrid and N-PoW/PoS crypto- 
currencies is presented in Table 16. 

7. Discussion 

As per our analysis in different sections, it is clear that PoW 
consensus algorithms have major limitations, specifically power con-
sumption and scalability. Many regard PoS, and it is variant DPoS, to be 
the most suitable alternatives. To understand the applications of these 
algorithms in public blockchain systems, we have analysed the top 100 
crypto-currencies, as reported on CoinMarketCap 4 during the writing of 
this article. 

Consensus algorithms in top 100 crypto-currencies. In the first 
analysis, we have calculated the number of consensus algorithms used in 
these (top 100) crypto-currencies. The distribution of consensus algo-
rithms is presented in Fig. 8. According to our analysis, PoW is still the 
most widely used (57%) consensus algorithms to date, whereas DPoS is 
the second most with 11%, and PoS is the third most used algorithm with 
6%. All other consensus algorithms represent the remaining 26%. This 
means that, even though many consider that PoS and DPoS are the best 
alternatives to PoW, their adoption is still far behind PoW. As seen in 
Fig. 8, there are few other consensus algorithms, not discussed 

4 https://coinmarketcap.com/. 
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previously, which are utilised by many top 100 crypto-currencies. Next, 
we present a very brief discussion of these consensus algorithms:  

● XRP Ledger Protocol: XRP ledger protocol (XRP, 2021; Chase and 
MacBrough, 2018) is a BFT consensus protocol utilised by the Ripple 
platform which is targeted for real-time gross settlement (RTGS) 
within a payment network for cross-border payments. The major 
differences with other BFT consensus algorithms is that XRP protocol 
deploys a small set of trusted validators, whereas, other BFT 

algorithms deploy a large number of validators with the assumption 
that some of validators might be malicious. Because of its usage of a 
small number of validators, it achieves a low latency which is 
essential for payment settlement.  

● Stellar Consensus Protocol (SCP): SCP is a consensus algorithm 
employed by the Stellar blockchain platform (Steller Network, 
2021). Stellar, like Ripple, is also a decentralised cross-border pay-
ment system. It utilises a modified Byzantine consensus algorithm 
called Federated Byzantine Agreement (Mazieres, 2015). Anyone can 
be a validator within the network. The protocol ensures that its la-
tency is low and trust is flexible.  

● Proof of Authority: This is a consensus algorithm employed by 
VeChainThor blockchain (VeChainThor, 2021; VeChainThor White-
paper, 2021). In this algorithm, only known and verified entities can 
be a validator, known as Authority Masternodes. The motivation is 
that being verified and known, a validator will behave honestly so as 
to ensure their reputation is not jeopardised. From the set of vali-
dators, each validator is randomly chosen with equal probability and 
receives reward for producing a block. The algorithm ensures a high 
throughput and low latency.  

● Proof of Believability (PoB): PoB is a BFT consensus algorithm 
supporting sharding developed by IOST blockchain platform (IOST 
Blockchain, 2021; IOST Whitepaper, 2021). In this algorithm, a 
validator is chosen with a ‘believability’ data, a reputation score, 
which itself is calculated using a number of criteria such as the 
number of corresponding crypto-currency owned by the validator, 
positive reviews from other validators and previous transaction 
history. The use of PoB algorithm enables IOST platform to achieve 
high throughput and low latency.  

● Proof of Activity: This algorithm is a hybrid algorithm consisting of 
PoW and PoS (Bentov et al., 2014). A miner/validator at first utilises 
a PoW algorithm to solve a puzzle for a template block which consists 

Table 12 
Comparing structural properties of Hybrid and N-POS/POW Consensus Algorithms.  

Consensus/System Node type Single committee Multiple committee Mechanism 

Type Formation Configuration Topology Configuration 

PoR Clients (Researchers) & Minters ⊠ ⊠ ⊠ Flat Dynamic Probabilistic lottery 
PoB Clients, Miners & Minters ⊠ ⊠ ⊠ Flat Dynamic Probabilistic lottery 

PoSV Clients & Minters Open Implicit Dynamic ⊠ ⊠ Probabilistic lottery 
PoC Clients & CVNs Open Explicit Dynamic ⊠ ⊠ Voting 
PoI Clients & transaction partners Open Implicit Dynamic ⊠ ⊠ Probabilistic lottery  

Table 13 
Comparing security properties of Hybrid and N-POS/POW Consensus Algorithms.  

Consensus Authn Non repud. Censorship resistance Adversary tolerance Sybil Attack Vectors Eclipse Selfish mining 

Double spend DoS Spawn camp. 

PoR ⦿ ⦿ High 3f + 1 ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ○ ⊠ 
PoB ○ ⦿ High 3f + 1 ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ○ ○ 

PoSV ○ ⦿ High 3f + 1 ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ○ ⊠ 
PoC ⦿ ⦿ High ? ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ○ ⊠ 
PoI ○ ⦿ High ? ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ○ ⊠  

Table 14 
Comparison of additional attack vectors protection for Hybrid and N-POS/POW 
Consensus Algorithms.  

Consensus/ 
System 

Nothing- 
at-Stake 

Bribing Long- 
range 

Coin- 
age 

Pre- 
computing 

Cartel 
formation 

PoR ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

PoB ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ⦿ 
PoSV ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○  

Table 15 
Comparing performance properties of Consensus Algorithms of Hybrid and N- 
POS/POW.  

Consensus Fault 
tolerance 

Throughput Scalability Latency Energy 

PoR 2f + 1 High Medium Low Low 
PoB 2f + 1 Medium Low Medium Medium 

PoSV 2f + 1 High Medium Low Low 
PoC ? LoW (10.6 TPS ( 

Faircoin FAQ, 
2019)) 

Medium Low LoW 

PoI ? High Medium Low Low  

Table 16 
Hybrid & Non-PoW/PoS currencies.  

Currency Genesis date (dd.mm. 
yyyy) 

Block reward Total 
supply 

Consensus Block Time 

Gridcoin (Gridcoin, 2019) 24.03.2016 Minting 42 Million PoR, PoS 1 min 
Slimcoin (Slimcoin, 2019) 05.2014 50-250 coins 133 Million PoB, PoW, 

PoS 
1.5 min 

Reddcoin (Reddcoin, 2019) 20.01.2014 Block reward 2.8 Billion PoSV 1 min 
Faircoin (Faircoin Crypto-currency, 

2019) 
06.03.2014 Block reward 5.3 Million PoC Depends on Time-weight 

Parameter 
NEM (NEM Technical Reference, 2018) 31-03-2015 transaction fees only + node 

rewards 
899 Million PoI 1 min  
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of some meta-information. This information is then utilised to choose 
a set of validators by a PoS algorithm. A leader is chosen from these 
validators based on their stake which proposes a valid block, con-
sisting of transactions. This block is signed by all validators and the 
block reward is then split between the leader and other signing 
validators. This algorithm is predominantly used in Decred block-
chain platform (Decred Blockchain, 2021).  

● Loop Fault Tolerance (LFT): LFT is a BFT consensus algorithm 
developed by ICON blockchain platform (ICON Blockchain, 2021). 
To create a block, a leader is selected from a set of validators using a 
voting mechanism. The creates block is then verified by the other 
validators. The algorithm has been designed in such a way which 
ensures a fast throughput.  

● Proof of Service (PoServ): This is a hybrid consensus algorithm 
which combines PoS and PoW mechanisms and automatically checks 
and guarantees valid service providers (Sharma et al., 2018). It uses a 
match making algorithm to link a resource request to a resource 
provider based on their description. This algorithm introduces the 
idea about punishing cheating service providers or even kicking 
them out from the system.  

● Proof of Retrievability (PoR): Using PoR (Bowers et al., 2009), a 
filesystem (prover) proves that a file is intact to a client (verifier). 
This idea was leveraged to create a consensus algorithm by Perma-
coin (Miller et al., 2014) which can be used to store large files in 
chunks distributively provided by a file dealer. Thus, it can be an 
attractive solution for Cloud-based storage systems. 

● Delegated Byzantine Fault Tolerance (dBFT): dBFT was intro-
duced by NEO blockchain (NEO Blockchain, 2021; Delegated 
Byzantine Fault Tolerance, 2021). It is a PBFT based consensus al-
gorithm combined with the characteristics of DPoS that aims to 
improve the network performance drops as the number of 

participants increases in pure PoS. Towards this aim, the NEO 
holders elect some validators through a voting mechanism. Those 
validators use the BFT to reach the consensus and produce blocks. 

● Verifiable Byzantine Fault Tolerance (VBFT): VBFT is another vari-
ation of BFT (Verifiable Byzantine Fault Tolerance, 2021). It is a 
hybrid consensus algorithm which combines Proof of Stake (PoS) 
with BFT that utilises a Verifiable Random Function (VRF). The VRF 
ensures the randomness and fairness during the consensus process. It 
is developed by Ontology blockchain (Ontology Blockchain, 2021), a 
platform for Self-sovereign Identity (Ferdous et al., 2019b). 

Year-wise distributions of crypto-currencies. To investigate it 
further, we have analysed a year-wise distribution of the genesis dates of 
different crypto-currencies. It is to understand if there is any inclination 
towards an alternative consensus algorithm over PoW in recent years. 
The distribution is illustrated in Fig. 9, which represents a surprising 
observation: PoW is still the most widely used algorithms for crypto- 
currencies which have been created in recent years. For example, the 
numbers of crypto-currencies created with PoW algorithms in last three 
years (2017, 2018 & 2019) are 11, 19 and 4 respectively, in comparison 
to 4, 2 and 2 for PoS and DPoS combinedly. This implies that PoW is still 
the most popular consensus algorithm among the crypto-currency 
community. A deeper investigation reveals another insight though. 
The top 100 list retrieved from Coinmarketcap also contains crypto- 
tokens generated on the top of any smart-contract platform such as 
Ethereum, EOS, and Tron built on top of Ethereum. Most of these tokens 
have emerged after 2016 with Ethereum utilising PoW. This could be the 
reason why the most recent crypto-currencies have been found to utilise 
PoW. This will mostly likely change in future when Ethereum transitions 
its consensus algorithm towards PoS. 

Market capitalisation of top 100 crypto-currencies. Another 

Fig. 8. Consensus algorithms in Top 100 Crypto-currencies.  
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indication of PoW domination over other algorithms is the market-cap 
distribution of their corresponding crypto-currencies. The distribution 
is presented in Table 17. Not surprisingly, PoW currencies with a market 
cap of around 221 Billion USD have a massive 93% dominance over 
other currencies. DPoS and PoS currencies are the nearest rivals with a 
market cap of around 6 Billion USD and dominance of only 3% for each 
group. 

Economic analysis. There are two kinds of mechanisms used to 
maintain the value of the currencies and keep the miners motivated. One 
mechanism is a limited supply. It creates scarcity, drives up the demand 
and hence, the price is increased. For example, Bitcoin has a total supply 
of only 21 million, and the block reward is gradually decreasing. It 
creates a scarcity in the market and helps to increase the value of Bit-
coin. Though the relationship between the limited supply and the price 
of the currency is not always linear, it can be used as a “rule of thumb” 
(see Table 2 for the total supply of different currencies). Secondly, 
inflation is used to keep the value of the coin stable. It is also often used 
to distribute coins to block producers from running and securing the 
network. For example, EOS has distributed 1% of the inflated currency 
among its 21 validations (see Table 11). 

Observation. From our investigation, it is evident that PoW algo-
rithm, even with its major limitations, is still the most popular consensus 
algorithm to be utilised in different crypto-currencies. Currencies which 
utilise PoW algorithms consume a significant amount of energy, as 
illustrated in Section 4.5. Besides, they have a reduced throughput (in 
terms of transaction number) compared to PoS and DPoS currencies. For 
example, the reported TPS (Transactions Per Second) for Bitcoin and 

Ethereum are 7 and 15–25, respectively (Dogan, 2019), while DPoS 
currencies such as EOS has a reported and estimated TPS of 50 and 4000 
respectively (Dogan, 2019) and Tron has a claimed TPS of 2000 (O’Neal, 
2019). DPoS currencies have better performance, at least in terms of 
TPS, over any PoW currency. Therefore, one might ask the underlying 
reason behind this counter-intuitive trend of PoW being the most pop-
ular consensus algorithm. We have identified a few reasons behind this 
which are presented below:  

● Bitcoin is the most dominant crypto-currency in terms of market cap. 
As of 18 July, it has a market cap of around 171 Billion USD. In 
addition to this, its different forked variants (Bitcoin Cash (Bitcoin 
Cash, 2019) and Bitcoin Satoshi Vision (Bitcoin SV, 2019)) also have 
a combined market cap of 8 Billion USD. If we exclude Bitcoin and its 
variants, we have a slightly different distribution of market-cap: the 
market-cap percentage of PoW algorithm is reduced from 93% to 
71% percent, which is still significant in comparison to DPoS and 
PoS, its nearest rivals.  

● PoW has the first-mover advantage because of Bitcoin and Ethereum, 
both being the pioneer in their respective domain. Bitcoin has been 
the first successful crypto-currency, while Ethereum is the first 
blockchain-based smart-contract platform. Other crypto-currencies, 
being motivated by their success, might have adopted the 
approach of utilising PoW as their corresponding consensus 
algorithm.  

● Another strong argument in favour of PoW is its underlying security. 
The number of miners is far greater in Bitcoin than the number of 
validators in PoS and DPoS. This implies a better decentralisation in 
Bitcoin than PoS or DPoS. For example, EOS has only 21 validators, 
while Tron has 27 validators. The probability of collusion among 
these validators is far greater than that of any popular PoW currency. 
A recent study has shown that selfish mining is possible with DPoS 
Tezos (Neuder et al., 2019), however, such act may outweigh the 
benefit as the penalty would slash the bonded stake significantly 
once caught. For these reasons, the security of any PoS/DPoS cur-
rency is regarded to be lower than a popular PoW currency. How-
ever, there is a counter argument against this. The mining 
centralisation is an issue as highlighted in Section 4.5. Therefore, a 

Fig. 9. Year-wise distribution of consensus algorithms in Top 100 Crypto-currencies.  

Table 17 
Market capitalisation of major consensus algorithms in top 100 
Crypto-currencies.  

Consensus Algorithms Market-cap (USD) 

PoW 221, 238, 526, 412 
DPoS 6, 483, 606, 020 
PoS 6, 287, 224, 485 

PoW + PoS 2, 436, 683, 929 
Proof of Authority 572, 188, 935 
Proof of Activity 274, 066, 240  
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PoW currency might also suffer from a collusion attack. However, 
they also may suffer from the 51% attack due to small available 
hashpower for a particular algorithm family. For example, Verge, 
Ethereum Classic, Bitcoin Gold, Feathercoin, and Vertcoin suffered 
from such attacks in 2019 (Attah, 2019). 

Decision Tree for Consensus Algorithms. The existence of 
numerous algorithms and wide variations in their properties impose a 
major challenge to comprehend them properly. In particular, it is diffi-
cult to test the suitability of a particular algorithm under certain criteria. 
A visual tool would be a great help in this regard. Towards this aim, we 
present a decision tree in Fig. 10, which can be used to determine 
suitable consensus algorithms under certain criteria in different sce-
narios. For example, such a decision tree diagram can be leveraged to 
select a particular consensus algorithm while designing/developing a 
new blockchain system. 

The tree utilises four critical criteria to achieve its goal: energy 
consumption, scalability, security (with respect to adversary tolerance) 
and ASIC-resistance. Energy consumption is a crucial determining factor 
in choosing appropriate consensus algorithms. PoW-type algorithms 
consume high energy, whereas PoS algorithms and their derivatives 
consume a moderate amount of energy. PoW-types algorithms are very 
slow as of now and can process only a limited number of transactions. 
However, compromising a popular PoW-based blockchain network is 
very difficult, and therefore, they are more secure than their counter-
parts. PoW-based algorithms can also be differentiates based on ASIC- 
resistance. As discussed earlier, ASIC is a specialised hardware, 
designed and used to solve hash-based computational problems. ASIC is 
expensive and hinders common people from participating in the 

blockchain network. Therefore, memory-based PoW has been designed. 
Now it is widely used in different crypto-currencies. On the other hand, 
DPoS algorithms are highly scalable whereas other hybrid and N-PoW/ 
PoW algorithms have medium scalability. In terms of security, both 
DPoS and hybrid and N-PoW/PoW algorithms are less secure than any 
PoW algorithm. 

For clarity, we provide a few examples to utilise the decision tree 
diagram presented in Fig. 10. If a highly scalable blockchain system with 
low energy consumption is required, DPoS and BFT derivatives such as 
Tendermint, CTFG, and Ouroboros are the preferred options. However, 
they will have moderate security as described earlier. On the other hand, 
if security is of the highest priority, PoW algorithms are more suitable. In 
this scenario, there are two options: memory-bound or CPU bound. If 
ASIC resistance is desired, one should opt for memory-bound PoW al-
gorithms. However, in such a case, one has to sacrifice scalability, and 
such algorithms will consume high energy. 

Note that this is just an example of how such a decision tree can be 
developed using our selected four criteria. Other criteria can be utilised 
to generate a different diagram which might be suitable for other spe-
cific scenarios. Whenever such a diagram is to be developed, 
Tables 3–15 will be crucial as the these tables provide the required 
templates. 

8. Related surveys 

There have been several works comparing and analysing different 
consensus algorithms, such as (Cachin and Vukolić, 2017b; Bano et al., 
2017; Wang et al., 2019a; Baliga; Sankar et al., 2017; Mukhopadhyay 
et al., 2016; Garay and Kiayias, 2020; Xiao et al., 2020; Nguyen and Kim, 

Fig. 10. Decision tree to choose appropriate consensus algorithms.  
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2018; Bach et al., 2018) and (Mingxiao et al., 2017). In this section, we 
compare and contrast these works with the current work against a set of 
properties. 

The properties that have been used are: taxonomy, number of 
structural, security, performance, the block reward and other features, 
variation, crypto-currency, protocol comparison and decision tree. The 
taxonomy property underlines if the corresponding work has utilised a 
taxonomy of criteria to compare different consensus algorithms. A tax-
onomy is often useful to classify different criteria in a meaningful way 
and hence, its usage will ensure that the comparison is carried out 
against closely related properties so as to increase the effectiveness of 
the comparison. The number of different properties highlights how 
many different properties are considered during the comparison. The 
variation and the crypto-currency properties signify if the corresponding 
work has considered different variations of a consensus algorithm 
compared to different crypto-currencies, respectively. The protocol 
comparison property indicates if there is a comparison of the consensus 
protocols in the respective work, whereas the decision tree property 
implies if there is a decision tree used in work in order to select a 
particular algorithm under certain criteria. 

With these properties, the result of the comparative analysis between 
existing surveys and our one is summarised in Table 18. Like before, we 
have used the symbol “⦿” to denote a certain property is satisfied by the 
respective protocol whereas the symbol “○” denotes that the protocol 
does not fulfil the respective property. 

Among the analysed works, the works carried out by Cachin et al. 
(Cachin and Vukolić, 2017b) and Bano et al. (2017) are noteworthy as 
they represent the pioneer works in this scope. Cachin et al. in their 
work, explored different aspects of distributed systems and consensus 
algorithms and focused on consensus algorithms deployed in private 
blockchain systems. They also compared these algorithms against three 
properties. On the other hand, Bano et al. ‘s focus is more general in the 
sense that they explored consensus algorithms used both in public and 
private blockchain systems and compared them against 16 different 
criteria. Another thorough work in this scope is by Wang et al. (2019a) 
in which the authors presented a comprehensive survey of different 
aspects of consensus, mining, and blockchains in a detailed fashion with 
a comparison of different consensus algorithms against 7 criteria. 
Similarly, in (Baliga), the authors analysed five different consensus 

algorithms against 6 criteria. None of these four works utilised any 
taxonomy, did not consider variations among the consensus algorithms 
and crypto-currency, and had not provided any decision tree. 

Sanker et al. (Sankar et al., 2017) analysed just two consensus pro-
tocols without utilising any property and satisfied none of our selected 
criteria. On the other hand, the authors in Mukhopadhyay et al. (2016) 
compared a few crypto-currencies with a very brief analysis of their 
underlying consensus algorithms using just two criteria. Both of these 
two works did not utilise any taxonomy for their analysis with no 
comparison of the protocols and no decision tree. 

A mathematics oriented analysis of different consensus algorithms, 
both for public and private blockchain systems, has been presented in 
Mingxiao et al. (2017). The authors compared these algorithms using 
just five criteria. Another similar work is by Nguyen et el. ((Nguyen and 
Kim, 2018)), in which the authors analysed and compared a few 
consensus algorithms and their variations using 13 criteria. However, 
they also did not use any taxonomy, compare any crypto-currency, and 
consider any decision tree. Bach et al. analysed a few consensus algo-
rithms and then compared a few crypto-currencies against four criteria 
(Bach et al., 2018). However, they also did not consider any taxonomy, 
variations of consensus algorithms and a decision tree. 

Finally, we have reviewed a couple of recent works. In Garay and 
Kiayias (2020) Garay et al. analysed a number of consensus algorithms 
in a detailed fashion against a set of six criteria with a taxonomy. Any 
variation of the consensus algorithms, the associated crypto-currencies, 
and any decision tree were absent in their study. In a similar note, Xiao 
et al. reviewed a number of consensus algorithms along with their 
algorithmic representations (Xiao et al., 2020). They compared these 
algorithms against a set of 15 criteria and also considered their different 
variations. However, they did not classify the consensus algorithms and 
did not present any method to select a consensus algorithm in their 
work. Besides, they did not compare the associated crypto-currencies. 

In comparison to these works, our work presented in this article has 
utilised a taxonomy with a comparative analysis of the algorithms using 
32 criteria, making it the most comprehensive one in this regard. We 
have also reviewed different variants of the selected consensus algo-
rithms and analysed different crypto-currencies. Moreover, we have 
provided a decision tree to aid any researcher in choosing a particular 
algorithm for any future research. 

Table 18 
Comparison of existing surveys with our work.  

Survey Taxonomy Struct. 
prop. (#) 

Sec. 
prop. 
(#) 

Perform. 
prop. (#) 

Block reward 
prop. (#) 

Other 
prop. (#) 

Variation Crypto- 
currency 

Protocol 
comparison 

Decision 
tree 

Cachin et al. (Cachin and 
Vukolić, 2017b) 

○ 1 1 1 0 0 ○ ○ ⦿ ○ 

Bano et al. (Bano et al., 
2017) 

○ 8 3 5 0 0 ○ ○ ⦿ ○ 

Wang et al. (Wang et al., 
2019a) 

○ 0 0 0 0 7 ○ ○ ⦿ ○ 

Baliga et al. (Baliga) ○ 2 2 2 0 2 ○ ○ ⦿ ○ 

Sanker et al. (Sankar et al., 
2017) 

○ 0 0 0 0 0 ○ ○ ○ ○ 

Mukhopadhyay et al. ( 
Mukhopadhyay et al., 
2016) 

○ 0 0 0 0 2 ⦿ ⦿ ○ ○ 

Mingxiao et al. (Mingxiao 
et al., 2017) 

○ 0 1 4 0 0 ○ ○ ⦿ ○ 

Nguyen et al. (Nguyen and 
Kim, 2018) 

○ 1 4 2 1 5 ⦿ ○ ⦿⦿• ○ 

Bach et al. (Bach et al., 
2018) 

○ 0 1 3 0 ○ ○ ⦿ ○  

Garay et al. (Garay and 
Kiayias, 2020) 

⦿ 2 1 3 0 0 ○ ○ ○ ○ 

Xiao et al. (Xiao et al., 2020) ○ 1 0 3 4 7 ⦿ ○ ⦿ ○ 

Our work ⦿ 11 13 5 4 0 ⦿ ⦿ ⦿ ⦿  
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9. Challenges and future research directions 

In this section we highlight some of the remaining challenges of the 
current generation blockchain systems (Section 9.1) and outline some 
possible future research directions (Section 9.2) in this domain. 

9.1. Challenges 

Researchers from both the industry and academia have proposed 
different new consensus algorithms and variants of the exiting consensus 
to overcome the limitations. However, there are still a few challenges. 

Blockchain bloating: Blockchain bloating is one of the major 
challenges that the current generation of public blockchain systems is 
facing. Blockchain bloating refers to the phenomenon of ever-increasing 
size of any blockchain due to its append-only nature. For example, the 
size of Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchain is around 322 GB (Gigabyte) 
(Bitcoin blockchain size, 2021) and 196 GB (Ethereum blockchain size, 
2021) respectively as of January, 2021 which will continue to grow in 
future. A full node, a blockchain node which stores a full blockchain, 
needs to continuously expand their storage to store an ever-increasing 
blockchain. A light node, on the other hand, stores only the block 
headers (Nodes and Clients, 2020). Therefore, it can significantly reduce 
the blockchain storage requirements and thus, even a mobile device can 
be act as a light node. However, such nodes rely on other full nodes for 
blockchain operations and that is why light nodes are not fully trusted. 

Blockchain trilemma - Scalability, Security & Decentralisation: 
The blockchain scalability trilemma is a well-known phenomenon in the 
blockchain community. The trilemma essentially outlines the trade-off 
required when a blockchain aims to achieve three core properties: 
Scalability, Security & Decentralisation (Hafid et al., 2020). In short, the 
trilemma states that a blockchain can only achieve two out of these three 
properties. The phenomenon is often observed in real systems as well: 
Bitcoin and Ethereum provides a strong security and decentralisation, 
however, they do not scale, as indicated by their low TPS. Similarly, 
even though PoS and its DPoS derivatives improve the scalability and 
decentralisation of a public blockchain system, this gain is achieved with 
the utilisation of a considerably low number of validators which might 
lower the security of the system. There has been a lot of research 
involved to solve the trilemma, however, an effective solution which can 
satisfy all three properties is still at large. 

Privacy: The transparency of blockchain data is a big advantage, 
however, such visibility of data often raises privacy concerns. This 
aspect of privacy has not been considered at any consensus algorithm 
yet. There are a few privacy-friendly crypto-currencies, such as Monero 
(2019) and Zcash (2019) which have implemented privacy protection 
mechanisms at the crypto-currency level. There is another privacy issue 
which is getting traction in the blockchain community: the right to be 
forgotten introduced in the European GDPR (General Data Protection 
Regulation) (Politou et al., 2018). The right enables any European to 
request an organisation to remove their personal data and the organi-
sation is bound to comply with the request under certain condition 
within a stipulated time. This introduces an inevitable challenge for an 
organisation which uses a blockchain system to store personal data 
(Bayle et al., 2018) as blockchain is inherently immutable. Even if a 
certain data is removed/updated within a blockchain at a point of time 
using a smart-contract, the corresponding previous transaction which 
was used to store the data at the first place will remain to exist. There, 
organisations must take pre-cautions before storing any personal data, 
even in encrypted format, within a blockchain. New research is required 
to tackle this challenge. 

Initial barrier to join the mining/staking process: The mining 
process in of the popular crypto-currencies which utilise PoW algorithms 
is very competitive and requires lots of capital investment. This pro-
hibits the general people from participating as the miner and has fuelled 
the mining pools’ rise. Even in many PoS/DPoS mechanisms, one has to 
deposit a significant amount of corresponding crypto-currency, limiting 

general people to act as miners/validators. This is the ideologically exact 
opposite to what the blockchain was proposed in the first place. 

Slow adoption of new consensus algorithms: There is a common 
problem in the blockchain domain. The adoption of new protocols is 
sometimes prohibitively slow. This jeopardises the implementation of 
any novel and better consensus mechanism. 

Susceptibility towards Eclipse attacks: As per our analysis, all 
consensus algorithms are susceptible towards eclipse attacks. An eclipse 
attack is a network level attack and hence, it is difficult to prevent on the 
application level in which a consensus algorithm operates. According to 
Heilman et al. (2015), there are a few ways by which we can try to 
minimise the impact of an eclipse attack: accept blockchain data only 
from white-listed (trusted) sources, introduce measures (e.g. new con-
nections are selected randomly) which would make attacks more costly 
and so on. However, it is to be noted, none of such measures can guar-
antee resiliency against an eclipse attack. 

Centralisation of mining pools: As highlighted in Section 4.5, the 
mining centralisation is a major challenge to democratise the mining 
process. Even though PoS algorithms have been advocated to solve the 
problem, as our analysis suggests, currencies with PoW consensus al-
gorithms are still the dominant ones. Therefore, it would be important to 
find a solution to this issue. However, an optimal solution is not on the 
horizon yet. 

The other side of blockchain immutability: Immutability is a 
cornerstone of blockchain security. Unfortunately, code and data 
immutability might cause serious security concerns. If there is a bug 
within a deployed smart-contract there is no way to rectify the error 
(Atzei et al., 2017). The solution is to fix the bug, deploy another 
smart-contract and abandon the buggy contract. Such a contract keeps 
existing in the blockchain even though there is no utility whatsoever and 
thus wasting valuable storage. One infamous example of the implication 
of this issue is the Ethereum DAO (Decentralised Autonomous Organi-
sation) attack in which an attacker was able to steal 60Million USD 
worth of Ether (Ethereum cryptocurrency) in their address by exploiting 
a bug in the DAO contract (Atzei et al., 2017). The immutability of 
blockchain prohibited the recovery of the stolen ethers, thereby, forcing 
a hard-fork of Ethereum. It is a challenging problem to address and will 
require significant research in this domain in future. 

9.2. Future research directions 

In this section, we explore a few possible future research directions. 
From PoW to PoS/DPoS/BFT PoS: With the dominance of PoW over 

other consensus algorithms, one might wonder what lies ahead. We 
believe that there will be most definitely a shift of balance among the 
consensus algorithms: from PoW to PoS/DPoS algorithms. In this regard, 
the PoS transformation process of Ethereum will be a crucial factor. The 
proposed Ethereum PoS consensus mechanisms, both CFFG and CTFG, 
are highly regarded by the academics and industrial enthusiasts for their 
strong guarantee of security. In addition, with their strong focus on 
economic incentive and game-theoretic based approach, it is believed 
that their security will be as close as PoW and much better than any 
current PoS/DPoS algorithm can provide. In particular, the number of 
validators will be much higher than any number leveraged in the current 
PoS/DPoS algorithms. 

Game theory and crypto-economics: Game theory and crypto- 
economics have become important tools to analyse the security of any 
consensus algorithm. There have been numerous works in this scope for 
the core PoW algorithm, which can be found in Lewenberg et al. (2015); 
Beccuti and Jaag (2017); Johnson et al. (2014). However, there have 
been minimal works exploring the game theoretic and crypto-economic 
analysis for the variants of PoW algorithms or other consensus algo-
rithms analysed in this article. Such analysis would be critical to increase 
the trustworthiness and adoption of the respective consensus protocol. 

Blockchain Sharding: As mentioned earlier, the notion of block-
chain sharding is extensively explored as solutions to blockchain 
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bloating, fault tolerance and scalability issues in public blockchain 
systems. However, such sharding will require a different level of 
consensus algorithm so as to enable the interactions among different 
shards and ensure their security. In addition, there are different types of 
sharding such as network sharding which targets structural configura-
tions of blockchain validator nodes, transaction sharding which dictates 
how transactions are divided and processed in different shards and state 
sharding which deals with dividing and managing the whole blockchain 
in different shards (Harmony Team, 2021). Deciding which sharding 
mechanism achieves better performance and security will be an exciting 
avenue for blockchain research in the future. 

Public and Private Blockchain Collaboration: It is clear that there 
will be a number of different public blockchains that will co-exist in the 
future. In addition, there will be many private blockchain systems 
serving purposes for application domains for which public blockchains 
will not be suitable. With these two different types of blockchains side- 
by-side, it is envisioned that some applications will require the inter-
action and linkage between multiple public and private blockchain 
systems. We have already noticed the emergence of blockchain systems 
that can interact with public and private blockchain systems. Examples 
of such “multi-chain” systems are Polkadot ,5 Cosmos ,6 MultiChain 7 

and others. The traditional consensus algorithms might not be suitable 
for such systems. Therefore, it will be required either to modify the 
existing consensus algorithms to make them fit for the purpose or to 
introduce a novel consensus algorithm. We believe that this will be an 
exciting research avenue in the future domain of consensus algorithms. 

Application specific consensus algorithms: We have noticed a 
recent trend within the academia which evolves around the idea that 
new consensus algorithms are required for some particular application 
domains as the existing consensus algorithms are not fit-for-purpose. 
Towards this aim, there have been proposals for new consensus algo-
rithms in multiple application domains such as IoT (Huang et al., 2019; 
Tsang et al., 2019), electricity trading (Liu et al., 2019), vehicular 
network (Kudva et al., 2020; Zheng et al., 2020) and so on. We expect 
this trend to grow more in future. 

Redactable blockchain: To address the issues of fixing buggy smart- 
contracts and GDPR compliance within blockchain, the notion of 
redactable blockchain has been proposed (Politou et al., 2019; Ateniese 
et al., 2017a). A redactable blockchain is essentially a blockchain that 
supports mutability, facilitating ‘edits’ of transactions/blocks under 
strict conditions. However, this goes against the immutability philoso-
phy of blockchain and the idea has not gained enough traction yet. 
Despite this, it might be an engrossing avenue for future research. 

10. Conclusion 

There is a high anticipation among the blockchain enthusiasts that 
blockchain technology will disrupt many existing application domains. 
Unfortunately, most of the existing blockchain systems struggle to 
properly satisfy the need for any wide-scale real-life deployment as they 
have serious limitations such as scalability. Many of these limitations are 
due to the issues in the underlying consensus algorithms used in a 
particular system. This is because a consensus algorithm is the core 
component of any blockchain system, and it dictates how a system be-
haves and performs. In the quest to create more practical blockchain 
systems, the principal focus has been on consensus algorithms. This has 
led to the explorations: either existing consensus algorithms have been 
exploited or novel consensus mechanisms have been introduced. The 
ultimate consequence of this phenomenon is a wide-range of consensus 
algorithms currently in existence. To advance this the state of block-
chain technology, it is essential to synthesise these consensus algorithms 

under a systematic study, which is the main motivation of this article. 
However, as our analysis in this article suggests, an ideal consensus al-
gorithm is still elusive as almost all algorithms have significant disad-
vantages in one way or another with respect to their security and 
performance. Until a consensus algorithm finds the correct balance be-
tween these crucial factors, we might not see the wide-scale adoption as 
many crypto-currency enthusiasts are hoping. 

There is one issue that must be highlighted before we conclude this 
article. This article explores and synthesises the consensus algorithms 
available in different public blockchain systems with crypto-currencies. 
However, there are other distributed ledger systems, which do not rely 
on any blockchain-type structure. Instead, they utilise other structures to 
represent their respective ledgers. Examples of two such prominent 
blockchain systems are IoTA (IOTA, 2019) and NANO (Nano, 2019). 
Both of their ledgers are based on DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph), a 
specific type of directed graph with no cycle. However, IoTA uses a novel 
consensus algorithm called Tangle (Popov, 2018), while NANO utilises a 
representative based consensus mechanism (LeMahieu, 2019). These 
two systems have received significant attention because of their fee-less 
structure and fast transaction rates. However, we do not consider these 
systems any further as they are out of scope for this article. We plan to 
investigate such novel systems in a different exploration in the future. 
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